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MEMBERSHIP-CARD POLICY 

Membership cards will be sent as inclusions in the newsletter. 
In order to start the procedure with an up-to-date list of who 
have received cards, each member whose dues did not expire on 
or before the date of this issue will have a new membership 
card tucked into their newsletter. Henceforth, members who 
renew their membership or new members will receive new 
membership cards in the issue following Don Dunn's recording 
of their dues payment. This procedure was instituted in place 
of sending cards by snail-mail to reduce mailing costs and to 
simplify the coordination of bookkeeping between newsletter 
mailing-lists and membership lists (i. e., membership card 
lists). 
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
The "old guard" passeth, and while I have enjoyed this experi
ence it is time to relinquish the reins to younger ideas, which will 
keep the USFG moving "forward". It is a time to reflect on ac
complishments while keeping a forward attitude for future 
progress. During the past two years, the USFG has brought forth 
several new concepts -- the Personal Assessment program -- the 
Spring Single Stone competition -- the Certification Program 
(one of the best ideas, which could be expanded to include some 
mineralogy) - a Judging Course -- all have been formulated to 
appeal to the Novice and Intermediate facetors. The previous 
organization supported the U. S. competition facetors who entered 
the Australian competition (IFC), leaving behind the Novices and 
Intermediates (Pre-Masters) to learn by whatever method was 
available. This was changed in the year 2000, and has benefited 
both the facetors and the USFG. The new guard officers are es
pecially capable, and expected to have newer approaches to old 
problems; they will need all the support of the membership, just 
as I had. Additional areas to be considered might be our website. 
Further expansion with additional services, such as a place to 
display pictures of well-cut gemstones; designs by some of the 
recognized people like Charles Covill and Jeff Graham; a sugges
tion box; a question and answer page; used equipment listings; -
-- and on and on. Our website has not scratched the surface yet. 
These are things for members with computers and email capabil
ity. Our highly esteemed Editor will make certain the others do 
not get left behind It is hoped the membership can be more in
volved in future decision-making. A small effort was made at the 
Portland Oregon conference, but can be done better. I have en
joyed my tenure, but it is time for me to return to designing more 
gemcuts and let the USFG leadership rise to younger blood with 
younger ideas. Therefore I leave office having great expecta
tions, and I thank the entire membership and Board of Directors 
for their support. 
Very Sincerely, 

Je""f L. C,llffl, 
President, USFG 

+ LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP A WARD + 
+At one time or another during the frequently frustrating+ 
_fL trial-and-error development of our faceting skills, we _f)_ 
� encounter an individial that we can unfailingly tum to � 
+for advice and encouragement. Without such counsel- t 
_f)_�ng and boosting of our spirits, we may well have just 
�ecided to quit. These kindred spirits frequently ask no 

_f)_ special recognition or reward---they are just glad to _f)_ 
�freely and frequently lend a helping hand. In our � + Guild, one such individual at the "top of the heap" is: + 

+ COL. WALTER CARSS + 

·+who , with great pleasure, the United States Faceters + 
-fl-Guilds honors with a lifetime membership. 

-fL 
� Congratulations Walt. � 
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"lilililililililililili 
"I NEW MEMBERS 

SI RICHARD C. BROOKER, WA 

DENNIS V. GILBREATH, AL 

JOHN M. filLLER, NC 

HENRY J. KIRSHNER, ONT., CANADA 

JACK B. LEWIS, CA 

BERNARD MASTEL, WA 

ROXANNE MENDOZA, CA 

DEE L. RITTENOUR, NC 

Iii rARK WILPONEN, WA 

lllilililililililililililil 
��?� ?� ?�?�?�?�?�?� ?� 
� ANNOUNCING � 

?QI,? THE GUILD'S NEW OFFICERS ?QI,? 
?� Our new PRESIDENT will be ?� 
?� JIM PERKINS ?� 
?�Jim, of Medina, Ohio, has been the USFG's ?� � Vice President for the past 2 years and is � �QI,?now stepping up to President. Jim is a fre- �QI,? (;;;;.� quent contributor to the daily AFMS � ?ol,?Faceting List-Digest and is currently estab- ?� 
� lishing a faceting school. 

?� 
�� Our new VICE-PRESIDENT will be ?� 'QI,? KEITH WYMAN 'QI,? 
�iKeith, a resident of Burlington, WA, is a for-?! ��mer President ofNorth Puget Sound ?QI,? � Faceting Guild in the State of Washington, � �QI,?and is currently a Trustee on the North Puget?� 

ABOUT THE "U/W" IN THE USFG 
NEWSLETTER'S STONE DIAGRAMS 

fi:DrTOR'S NOTE: Many stone diagrams for this newsletter are 
Drinted with GemPrint. The GemPrint software converts ane of 
'he stone dimensions into a "U/W" expression. Robert Strick
and, developer of the GemPrint software, provides an explana
'ion of the term.§ 
T/W and U/W will not necessarily be measured point-to-point or 
flat-to-flat on all designs. The most precise definition I can think 
ofat the moment is: On the top (plane) view of the stone draw
ing, draw the smallest possible rectangle with sides parallel to the 
edges of the paper that contain all of the table. This rectangle 
will touch at least four points on the table and might lie on top of 
one or more edges of the table outline. The length of the long
side of this rectangle will be T, and the length of the short side of 
the table will be U. If the stone has a diamond-shaped table, both 
T and U will be measured point-to-point. !fa round brilliant is 
drawn so that four edges of the table are parallel to the edges of 
tbe paper, both T and U will be the same, and both will be mea
sured flat-to-flat. In any event, GernPrint will draw dimension 
lines on the drawing in the margins of the top view that clearly 
indicate T and U. § 

DUES AND NEWSLETTER POLICY 
New membership cards are being sent to each member. 

POST YOUR MEMBERSHIP CARD IN A CONSPICUOUS 
PLACE IN ORDER TO BE TIMELY REMINDED OF YOUR 

MEMBERSIBP EXPIRATION DA TE. 

When you receive an issue, if your membership will expire be
fore the next issue, the address label on the mailing envelope 
will display 

DUES DUE. 

All members who receive a 

DUES DUE 

issue will receive one more complimentary issue. The name line 
on the address label on the mailmg envelope will display 

FINAL REMINDER. 

For members who elect not to renew their membership, the 

FINAL REMINDER 

issue will be the FINAL ISSUE mailed. For members who renew 
their membership, the 

FINAL REMINDER 
0_

� Sound Board of Directors. --� 
'QI,? -QI,? issue will be the first issue for their renewed membership year. 

0
� Our new SECRETARY will be . 

0� 
The newsletter editor will supply back issues (while the supgly "QI,? ALAN BECK - lasts) for a charge of$2.50 per issue plus mailin& costs ($1. O for 
one ISsue plus $0.50 for each additional issue mailed in the same 

�\:.i Alan, a resident ofMeridan, Idaho, is a Com-�� package, 1.e., $3.50 for one issue and $3.00 for each additional 
� - issue mailed in the same envelope). § 

Of;;;;.� mercial Cutter and works as a Goldsmith. § 
0

� 1-----�==c-=--=-==-=-c-=�=�------'ol,? � USFG WEBPAGE URL 

?�?�?!!?�?�?� ?�?���� http://www.usfacetersguild.org 
3 
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COMMENTS FROM OUR NEW MEMBERS 
DITOR'S NOTE: Since our Guild's members are scattered 
ver the globe, most of us never have the opportunity to get ac
uainted with more than a few of the group and to find out how 
ur Guild can best serve their faceting needs. This is particu
arly true of the new members who may not feel comfortable in 
pressing their expectations concerning the Guild This col

umn, which hopefa/ly will appear in every newsletter, is in-
ended as a platform for the "new-members-of-the-quarter" to 
ell us why they joined the Guild and what they expect from our 
rograms. All of this quarter's new members were requested to 
end in their write-ups and those that responded are included in 
his column This same procedure will be followed for each 
ewsletter. Hopefully, we will gain a sound understanding ojl 
nd appreciation for their needs which is intended to help deter
ine this newsletter's contents. 

FROM JIM MOSS 

The newsletter is asking for comments from the "new-members
of-the-quarter" so I decided to respond. I read with interest John 
Bailey's comments and agree with everything he said. Maybe 
you can use them any way and hopefully someone may relate to 
them. 

The reason I joined the Guild is because Jerry Capps asked me if 
I would like to join. The way this happened is about two months 
ago I started to cut Jerry's "Markova Interlochen" which was fea
tured in the February 1996 issue of the Lapidary Journal. Well, I 
ran into trouble and since I don't calculate angles or have "GEM 
CAD," I needed help. I used to have a friend, Don Richardson, 
who was an excellent faceter and very knowledgeable in general 
rock and gem arts that I could talk "ROCK" with. Don's no 
longer with us and I don't have anyone locally. I started search
ing for someone who could help. I asked the Lapidary Journal 
since it was an article in their magazine. No response. I placed 
a question on their website "Chat Room." Lots of hits but no 
help. I was finally able to find Jerry Capps' telephone number on 
the internet. One of my old American Gem cutter Newsletters 
stated he lived in Wisconsin. When I talked with Jerry, he very 
graciously provided me with the information I needed. I have 
now cut two beautiful stones using his design. With people like 
Jerry l knew I couldn't go wrong joining the Guild. 

Incidentally, Don and I were charter members of the American 
Society ofGemcutters. We got a lot out of those publications and 
Don established "DO-RE-GEMCRAFT" a small business, which 
we advertised in the "Gemcutter.11 This business provided an op
portunity for the club gemcutter to get mountings at a reasonable 
cost. I continue this business in a small way today. I don't know 
when the USFG was formed. I told Jerry Wykoff shortly after the 
ASG was started that he needed to have an organization similar 
to the one the USFG has if the ASG was going to be something 
other than a publication. 

I don't imagine I will be entering in the competitions but I al
ways try to get as perfect a cut as I can. As I have said, I don't 
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calculate angles. Not that I couldn't as I was an engineer, but 
that has always seemed like work and I cut for fun. After reading 
Fred Van Sant's article, I may have to get GEMCAD as appar
ently this is the way to go. I also want to get Ralph Watson's 
"Longer Article" as I definitely need one of those lights. After 
cataract surgery the meet points and scratches are hard to see. 
Finally, I guess I'm just a Rockhound at heart. I don't consider 
myself as a faceter although faceting is the first gemcutting I 
learned. I do nearly all the Lapidary Arts from channel work to 
faceting but I'd rather be out in the boondocks in Arizona, Utah 
or Idaho looking for cutting material more than anything else. 

FROM E. DON COOK 

This is an observation that I have had since the end of World 
War II. That was back in the days of copper laps charged with 
diamond (if you could afford it), or carbide for cutting, or oxides 
for polishing. Everything that the faceter uses today is a much 
better product than was used 50 years ago. Course, everything is 
more expensive now, even the cost of rough increases every year. 
The availability of modern adhesives (super glue or epoxy) is bet
ter compared to doping wax. 

But there is one item that has not changed and that is the dop. I 
have set out to change that. Example---! manufacture a female 
trilliant dop for a triangle shaped stone; a cone shaped dop which 
will also take a pear shaped stone of a ratio of 1.20 to 1.50; and a 
special vee dop that does a much better job of taking a step cut 
stone. Each dop I manufacture is made one at a time out of 1/4'' 
brass and the length will vary from l 3/4" to 2". 

The transfer fixture is another item I manufacture for the faceter 
in a three position or four position. 

Then probably one of the facter's headache is a saving device. lt 
is a dop storage block constructed of hardwood that eliminates 
the problem of "I know I have the dop I need but l just can not 
find it." Your dops would be stored in an orderly fashion and in 
plain view all the time. 

These items that I manufacture for facetors are available from 
Graves Company in Pompano Beach, Florida and Alpha Supply 
in Bremerton, WA. 

I have been teaching faceting for many years. Although not all 
of the faceting machines that were available 50 years ago are 
available today, machines of today are good machines no matter 
what you pay. You must understand the skill is not in the ma
chine IT IS IN YOU! 

The machine is the tool necessary for displaying your skills. Be 
it hobby or professional, faceting is a very rewarding and pleas
ant time spent. § 
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FACETING NEED NOT BE INTIMIDATING 

By Jerry Newman 

Cosine Secant Tangent Sine. Three Point One Four One Five 
Nine. Square root, Cube root, Log of Pi. Blah-blah, Blah-blah, 
R p I" 

The above little, vaguely remembered, ditty came bubbling to the 
surface after being suppressed for 40+ years when I read last 
month's (August 2001) article "A Look at Preforming." If my 
memory serves me correctly, the "poetry'' is from a Rensselaer 
tight song we chanted during our efforts on the athletic field 
against such powerhouses as Union, Williams, Clarkson, and 
Middleberry. 

Somehow in my 10 years of faceting I have avoided trigonome
try. However I do confess to using the facet angle conversion 
slide rule recreated by Jerry Carroll from Robert Strickland's 
work. To use the slide rule no trigonometry is required although 
it is based on tangent ratios. It's a great tool when a significant 
angle change is required. 

The only math skill required to do a superior job of faceting is 
being able to calculate when the table is, say, 60% of the width of 
the stone; or to divide the length by the width to determine the U 
W ratio. 

'thought Ernie Hawes' diagram "The Queen's Fancy" looked 
like an excellent design and I wanted to cut it immediately. 
Through the miracle of the computer we are given a precise look
ing drawing and the proper length-to-width ratio. For those of us 
who would rather forget trig, special calculators, and for that 
matter, forget making precisely cut preforms to angles expressed 
out to two decimal places yet (aka INTIMIDATION, not to men
tion time consuming), I submit there is a much simpler and less 
intimidating way to cut this pattern. I did it. 

I had a rosey pink nodule that was laying loose at the bottom of a 
box of estate material I had acquired ... possibly spinet, or garnet. 
It was a good candidate. The called-for culet angles would work 
tine for either. First, I took it to my 6 in. lapidary wheel and 
holding it in my fingers, roughed it to a rectangular shape with a 
couple of corners not quite cleaning up (they would later on as 
the cushion shape emerged). It measured 8.3 x 6.8mm for a 
length to width ratio of 1.22. Ernie's design calls for the length 
to be 1.26 times the width. I hand ground my usual taper on the 
pavilion. Since it was a relatively small stone I didn't take it all 
the way to a point but was confident there was enough depth. I 
then hand ground a crown bevel and dopped it in my usual way 
(shellac and wax ... but that's a subject for another time). 

Next I proceeded to girdle cut (600grit) the plus and minus one 
positions about the 80 and 40 index notches. Then I cut the plus 
and minus two positions about the 20 and 60 index notches 
(Steps G3 and G4 of the diagram). I massaged these pairs of 
facets a couple of times to bring the dimensions to the stage 
where the length was 1.26 times the width, and ... Voila .. .l had 8.2 
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x 6.5 ( UW = I .26). I made sure that I took like amounts from 
opposite sides so that my dop ended up exactly centered. 

Then I proceeded to cut the other pairs of girdle facets (GI and 
02), making their lengths the same as their adjacent pairs, as per 
the drawing. From here I then followed the sequence as pre
sented in the drawing. When I did the girdle break facets the 
corners came together nicely making a level girdle around the 
stone. 

Because the stone was not large, I switched to my 3000 crystallite 
before the last four facets and repeated all of the above. Then I 
wiped in the last 4 facets (7, 5, 8 and 6) with my 3000 grit and 
proceeded to polish with my alumina-B Pol-A-Gem™ lap. After 
transfer (again with wax), the crown went smoothly, and I had a 
nice little gem. 

The RI checked at I .  74. I concluded I had a nice rose/pink 
rhodolite ... it does show some obvious color shifting from incan
descent to fluorescent light. 

I certainly in no way want to diminish the work and results ob
tainable with computer generated preforms or the application of 
trigonometry to precisely calculate edge to center distances, etc, 
etc. I just think that the the majority of us who enjoy faceting, 
these formidable approaches can be intimidating. I'd rather cut 
than calculate. To me, the diagram with all of the facet positions 
and angles given, and the length to width ratio provide all that is 
necessary to make the part to print without a fancy preform. I 
feel that too often new cutters will be unnecessarily discouraged 
if they think they must become math experts to be good faceters. 

(From ANGLES. ,:23, October 2001) § 

THE QUEEN SERIES CONTINUES 

By Ernie Hawes 

"Evolving" may be a more appropriate definition of my design 
for this issue. I have been intrigued with developing different 
pavilions for the designs that I have been creating these past 
several months. All have essentially the same crown, but the 
pavilion has evolved into a more complex pattern with each 
variation. I usually prefer to be somewhat simple in my de
signs, believing that too many facets can cause a design to be
come a bright blur when the stone is actually cut. Altogether 
too many designs have far more facets than are necessary to cut 
an attractive stone, unless, of course, one is cutting 
"doorknobs". A large number of facets may look interesting in 
the plan view drawing, but they often do little to add to the 
character of the design when cut. This is especially true when 
the finished gem is under 12 to 15 millimeters across its width. 

After quite a bit of experimentation, I have created a new pavil
ion, based on that of the May Queen. The facet angles on the 
crown have been changed so that all are now in exact tenths of 
a degree. The pavilion contains three additional rows of facets 
and most of the original angles have been changed. Again, an' 
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facets are in exact tenths of a degree. I call this new design, The 
Queeu·s Fancy. Use the new prefonn accompanying this design 
to create the outline, as the length-to-width ratio is slightly differ
ent from the previous patterns in this series. Try to be as exact in 
cutting the prefonn as you can. Otherwise, some angles may have 
to be adjusted slightly. I consider this design to be only moder
ately difficult, and it should give an experienced faceter few, if 
any, problems. 

(Abstracted in part from THE NEU' AIEXICO FACE1VR, May/June, 200/) 

" 
" 

" 

" 
JO 

" 

The Queen's Fancy 
By Ernie Hawes 

Angles for R.I. = I .  76 
77 facets + 16 facets on girdle = 93 
2-fold. mirror-image syn1mctry 
80 index 
LIW = 1 .260 T/W = 0.687 T/L = 0.545 
P/W = 0.574 C/W = 0. 1 53 
H/W = (P+C)/W+0.02 = 0.747 
PIH = 0.768 C/H = 0.205 
Voi./W'3 = 0.374 
Average Brightness: COS 66.?o/o 

ISO 82.7% 

"' 

r 
65 

00 

,s 

' 
so ... 

" 

I 
w 1 

,, ,, ' 

L 

PAVILION CROWN 

g l  90.00 03-37-43-77 fron1 preforn1 a 40.00 0 1 -39-4 1-79 
g2 90.00 15-25-55-65 fro,n preforn1 b 32.70 1 8-22-58-62 
g3 90.00 0 1 -39-4 1-79 from preform C 38.90 03-37-43-77 
g4 90.00 1 8-22-58-62 from prefor,11 

d 34.90 15-25-55-65 
1 58.40 03-37-43-77 

36.00 02-38-42-7 8  2 53.40 1 5-25-55-65 
e 

3 58.90 0 1 -39-4 1-79 f 30.50 1 7-23-57-63 

4 52.70 1 8-22-58-62 g 26.10 80-40 

5 45.90 02-38-42-78 h 21 .90 20-60 
6 43.60 07-33-47-73 1 8.70 09-3 1-49-71 
7 40.80 1 7-23-57-63 T 00.00 Table 
8 42.00 1 1 -29-5 1-69 
9 4 1 .40 09-31-49-71 

IO 42.40 03-37-43-77 
i i  38.00 16-24-56-64 
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Preform for 
The Queen's Fancy 
Angles for RI. = 1 .76 
1 6  facets + 1 6  facets on girdle = 32 
2-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
80 index 
L/W = 1 .260 
C/W = 0.663 
Vol./W"3 = 0.888 

The previous preform for this series of designs is 
slightly different in length-to-width from Tire 
Queen 's Fancy. Be sure to use the new preform 
when cutting this design. While it was not possible 
to arrive at preform angles that are exact to tenths of 
a degree, this preform should be workable on any 
machine with easily read tenths vernier settings. 

This is a temporary preform intended to determine 
the girdle outline of the design. As preform facets 
one to four are temporary, be certain that the rough 
used is deep enough to cut both the preform and the 
finished design. 

JS 

T 
L 

PREFORM 

5 1 .5 1  03-37-43-77 Cul to center point 
2 53.05 0 1 -39-41-79 Cut to center point 
3 46.35 1 5-25-55-65 Cut to center point 
4 46.80 1 8-22-58-62 Cut to center point 

gl 90.00 03-37-43-77 Set temporary girdle line 
g2 90.00 15-25-55-65 Cut to even girdle line 
g3 90.00 0 1 -39-41 -79 Cut to even girdle line 
g4 90.00 1 8-22-58-62 Cut to even girdle line 
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OVALS MADE EASY 

By Ann and Earl Manor 

The oval, most graceful shape for a gemstone, is often passed 
over by faceters as being too difficult. A perfectly cut oval bril
liant is rare indeed. Most commercially cut ovals are done with a 
step cut pavilion which lacks the brilliance of a stone in which all 
the pavilion main facets come to a center point at the culet. 

The major problem with ovals is in accurately outlining the 
shape. Dopping a preformed oval in the exact center is very 
"iffy," assuming the shape is absolutely true. Shaping with an 
off-set head is very time consuming, and is seldom accurate 
enough at the meet points of the four arcs. The four intermediate 
mains and the eight corresponding girdle facets ( or break facets, 
if you prefer) are most difficult to place accurately with either 
method, and are enough to make many faceters swear off cutting 
ovals forever. 

Here is a very simple method of dome ovals to an exact size, and 
proportion. After five years of proving it to ourselves and our 
faceting students, we would like to share it with other amateur 
faceters. 

We have chosen a 1 0  x 12 mm. size since many commercial 
mountings for oval faceted stones are available in this size. As 
mentioned in Step 2, any other size in these proportions, such as 
5 by 6, 7 Y, by 9, or 20 by 24, can be used with this pattern. 

A 96 index gear is used, being more suitable for the varying 
spacings needed. The angles used will work well for materials 
having a refractive index ranging from 1 .54 to I .  72. This would 
include quartz, beryl, tourmaline, and spine!. For materials with 
higher refractive indices, as well as darker stones such as some 
garnets, the angles should be decreased. This method can be 
used for ovals of other proportions, but, of course, that would re
quire different angles and some changes in index settings. To 
facet an oval brilliant, without preshaping or the use ofan off-set 
device, follow these relatively simple steps. 

Step 1 

Since you will be cutting the pavilion first, flatten a suitable area 
on the crown side, and dop the stone as near the center of the 
piece as possible. 

Step 2 

Determine the desired size of the finished oval, using a ratio of 
width to length of 5 to 6, or 10mm wide by 12mm long. 

Step 3 

· At 90°, cut the stone to produce a rectangle of the desired pro
portions, as shown by the solid outline in Figure A. Using a 96 
index gear, index 0, 48, 24, and 72. It is very important that the 
ratio of width to length be held exactly, and be sure to allow for 
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subsequent cutting on a fine lap. Note: In case the rough mate
rial is rounded or irregular in shape, as shown in Figure A, the 
sides need not be cut to make complete corners. 
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Using the same index settings as in Step 3, cut the main pavilion 
facets at 43 ° for the sides, and at 38 ° for the ends. Cut away only 
enough to bring these facets to a common point as shown in Fig
ure B. 

Step 5 

On index settings of 10, 38, 58, and 86, cut the intermediate 
facets at 40 Y, 0 as shown in Figure C.  

Step 6 

Using the same index settings as in Step 5, and at 90°, cut the 
corners to give a continuous girdle line around the stone as 
shown in Figure D. 

FIGURE 0 

- Step 7 

At the previous settings, regrind the eight mains, using a fine grit 
(prepolish) lap. 
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Step 8 
Using the fine cutting lap, and on the index settings shown in 
Figure E, cut the 16 girdle facets on these angles: 

Index 
3, 93, 45, 51 
6, 90, 42, 54 
14, 82, 34, 62 
20, 28, 68, 76 

Angle 
46° 

45° 

42° 

41 ° 

The girdle facets should be cut so as to meet on the girdle line at 
the mid-point of each side, and the adjacent facets such as at 3 
and 6, should meet on the edge separating main facets at O and 
10, etc. 

Step 9 

Polish the 8 main and the 16 girdle facets. 

Step JO 

Transfer the stone for cutting the crown facets. After transfer
ring, with the angle at 90° and the index at 0, align the stone 
with the lap surface and lock the dop in the dop arm. It is most 
important that this be done as accurately as possible. 

Step 11  

With the same index settings as in Step 8, and at  90°, cut off the 
comers to produce 16 facets to match the pavilion girdle facets. 
See Figure F 

Step 12 

Cut the crown main facets on the index settings given in Steps 3 
and 5, using 40° for O and 48, 35° for 24 and 72, and 37° for 10, 
38, 58, and 86. Allow for a proper girdle width after fine grind
ing. See Figure G. 
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Cut the crown girdle facets as shown in Figure H, using these 
settings: 
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Index 
3, 93, 45, 5 1  
6, 90, 42, 55 
14, 82, 34, 62 
20, 28, 68, 76 

Angle 
47° 

46° 

440 
41  ° 

In cutting these facets, follow the instructions given in Step 8. 

Step 14 

Cut the star facets, as shown in Figure I, using these settings: 

Step 15  

Index 
5, 43, 53, 91  
16, 32, 64, 80 

Angle 
28° 

19° 

Cut the table as shown in Figure J, 
and then polish it Cutting the table 
at this time will allow minor adjust
ments to the star facets (Step 14) to 
insure uniform and sharp meet points 
with the table. 

Step 16 

Now polish the crown facets, starting 
with the mains, then the stars, and 
the girdle facets, and your oval bril
liant is completed. FIGUR 

(From THE CRYS1;1L AND GEM NEWS. V-01. No.-6. November, 2001) 

USING SUPERLUBE 

By WilfRoss 

l have used Superlube for a few years since it was first advocated 
by Frank Dickson. This time just a little differently. 

The initial cut using a copper lap, grease and diamond mixture 
(240 diamond), only a little mixture on the end of a tooth pick, 
well spread, lap running at high speed, ample water drip. 

When the rough cut was completed, it looked as good as often 
seen after polishing. Why not take a chance? 

I 00,000 diamond in Superlube oil, a very few drops, spread with 
a little parcel of chamois on the cerarn ic lap---it worked. As 
needed, when polish slows down, wipe the lap with chamois, still 
damp with oil, and away it goes again. Everything polished well, 
even the table. 

(From FACET TALK. No. I /2, Morch-April, 2000) § 
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FOR NOVICE CLASS CUTTERS 
EDITOR'S NOTE: The USFG has received comments express
ing concern that not enough newsletter material has been de
voted to faceters al the novice or pre-novuce level. The edito
rial staff has repeatedly requested information from new mem
bers concerning their information needs, but little feedback has 
been received. Thus, there continues to be a question of what 
kinds of information would be appropriate for our novice mem
bers. This issue's "FOR NOVICE CUTTERS" is an initial at
tempt to fill that information gap. Perhaps trial-and-effort will 
eventually produce the desired information content. 

ON FACETING PEARS AND RELATED SHAPES 

By Martin Bleifernich 

The foUowing procedure will enable one to facet any irregular 
shaped design---pear, heart, tear drop and/or variations thereof. 
Another way to describe these specific designs is when the center 
of the dop stick will NOT be the center of the finished stone. 
This procedure is definitely not of a meetpoint genre, because 
meetpoint requires that the center of the finished stone is always 
the center of the dop. 

There is one procedure that must be given close attention to be
fore any dopping is completed. In order to maximize the end re
sult of the finished stone, locate the center point of the rough ma
terial, and then dop the stone higher than that center point. By 
locating the final dopping spot, which is an arbitrary visualiza
tion process, the loss of rough will be minimized. 

The advantage of this procedure will result in a minimum of 
waste when foUowing the given angles as stated on the design. 

I .  Look at the design you intend to cut and find the lowest angle 
that touches the pavilion culet. 

2. Lower that angle arbitrarily 5° or I 0°, example; iflowest an 
gle is 37° then subtract the 5° or 10° from 37°. You are low 
ering the angle arithmeticaUy by subtracting 5° or I 0°, but in 
reality you are going to cut much closer to the culet area, 
which is at zero (0°). 

3. With the lowered angles as stated in "2" above, cut four (4) 
opposing facets at the same mast height until they meet at a 
point. This will established the dop center point, which wiU 
control aU facets in the pavilion. (When the stone is com
pleted and off the dop there will be two center points, the dop 
center point and the center point of the stone, which is deter
mined visuaUy.) 

4. Cut aU of the remaining pavilion facets so that they meet at 
the center in #3 above. 

5. FinaUy, cut aU facets at the given angles as stated on the de
sign to the established dop center point and polish. § 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: The following exchanges were posted on the 
AFMS DIGEST and perhaps will be of interest to the novice 
aceter. 

FROM JOHN HUCK 

SUBJECT: Facet definitions 

HI aU, IMHO , a BREAK facet always has its base along the gir
dle facet whether on the Pavilion or the Crown. These are usu
aUy designated Pb or Cb. MAIN facets move their way down to 
the tip of the stone, or up toward the crown. These are usuaUy 
designated Cm or Pm, Pm2, etc. A ST AR facet is found between 
the table and the crown main facets (Cs) and is normally triangu
lar. A CULET facet is a facet at the bottom of the pavilion that is 
parallel to the Table and is usually found on Diamonds and some 
other stones to prevent damage due to cleavage weakness. There 
are names for some other facets found on gemstones, most are 
descriptive of the cut, Wing, Chevron, and Step are a couple that 
come to mind readily. I think that the use of the word culet for 
the pavilion ofa stone, is a possible holdover from diamond cut
ters diagrams and some Jong standing misunderstanding. It is 
used interchangeably by some, but should not. 

E:DITOR'S NOTE: The following is Rob Meredith's response to 
lohn'sforegoing post. 

FROM ROB MEREDITH 

SUBJECT: Re: Facet definitions 

...a BREAKfacet always has its base along the girdle facet 
whether on the Pavilion or the Crown. MAIN facets move their 
wiry down to the tip of the stone, or up toward the crown. A 
STARfacet is found between the table and the crown main facets 
and is normally triangular. 

John: Thanks for providing actual definitions. They are helpful. 
But I think they are most accurate when discussing brilliants, 
especiaUy rounds. It faUs apart or at least becomes confusing 
when you get to mixed stones and odd shapes. That's all I'm 
saying. The idea of having multiple "mains" seems problematic 
to me as the term "main" suggests in the English language that 
it is solidary. ie: "main" street. For example: on a Portuguese 
cut your definitions would give us one set of breaks on the pavil
lion and four sets of mains. That could be confusing. I'm not 
trying to argue or anything, just trying to explain why I think it 
sometimes becomes a confusing issue using classic descriptions 
designed for the SR to discuss other shapes, especiaUy step cuts. 
I personaUy perfer the newer "gem cad" method of P l ,  P2, P3 etc. 
Meaningless without a diagram, but less confusing. 

A CULETfacet is a facet at the bottom of the pavilion that is 
parallel to the Table. 

Again, a source of confusion, because this would mean that the 
"culet angle" would always be zero. Vargas clearly means the 
pavilion main angle (from SRB) when they use the term "culet 
angle" in describing cuts in "Faceting for Amateurs.11 But the 
classic diamond definition of "cul et" is something that a dia-
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mond either has or doesn't have. Which is a zero degree table 
parallel facet. 

... think that the use of the word cu/et for the pavilion of a stone is 
o possible ha/dover from diamond cutters diagrams and some 
long standing misunderstanding. It is used interchangeably by 
same, but should not. 

I agree that culet should not be used for the pavilion as a whole, 
but as a description for the shallowest set of facets at the tip of 
the stone pavilion I think it is helpful. As in "there are a series of 
culet facets below the critical angle on this native cut stone that 
gives it a window." It seems to me that this is clearly the Vargas 
usage. 

eD/TOR'S NOTE: The following is John's response to Rob's '. . aregomg post. 

FROM J OHN HUCK 

SUBJECT: Facet definitions 

Rob Meredith wrote in response to my diatribe: I agree that cu let 
should not be used for the pavilion as a whole, but as a descrip
tion for the shallowest set of facets at the tip of the stone pavilion 
I think it is helpful...Having read the definitions by Vargas, I 
now realize that the culet facets may be something other than 0 
degrees, and the culet is the bottom edge of a stone, either a point 
or knife edge. As in "there are a series of culet facets below the 
critical angle on this native cut stone that gives it a window." It 
seems to me that this is clearly the Vargas usage ... So now you 
have a series of cu let facets instead of a series of Pavilion 
mains????? What's the difference, ... a rose by any other name .. .In 
looking at the diagrams in Vargas " Faceting for Amateurs," 
which is used as many as "gospel," I can see why there is confu
sion, the descriptions say that there are break and main facets, 
even multiple main facets with the shallowest angled facets 
ALSO being called culet facets. Then you look at the diagrams 
and there are break facets labeled main and main facets labeled 
culet, pages 1 1 8-1 19. There is no consistency, rhyme or reason. 
Take a good look at the Portuguese cut or the round step cut on 
pages 12 1  and 123 in the book, whew! ! !  good string, keep it go
ing, I think we are learning something here, ouch! 

'iEDITOR'S NOTE: The fa/lawing is Rab Meredith's additional 
bast concerning facet definitions. 

FROM ROB MEREDIT H 

SUBJECT: Emerald cut finding right angle ? 

--- In afmsfaceterslist@y ... , mbegin@i... wrote: I have a dia
gram from an aid book that describes the angle like this: 2 
Breaks facets at cu/et angle + 20. 2 Mains facets al cu/et angle 
+ IO . 2 Cu/etsfacets at cu/et angle? Far quartz should I use 
43,53,63, should I consider the cu/et facet as the main pavilion 
facet angle? 

I've always had a hard time deciding exactly what is the defini
tion of a "main" facet and what is a "break" facet and so forth. 
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To some extent it i s  flexible depending upon the design (or s o  it 
seems to me). I always consider the "culet" facet to be the one at 
the very bottom. But in the "Facet Cutters Handbook" by Soukup 
he calls the one at the very bottom of the emerald cut the "main" 
even though it is at the culet. (figure that out) Still, all this trou
ble not withstanding you have the idea correct. It should be gir
dle with a 63 degree set of facets below the girdle, a set of 53 de
gree facets below that and on the bottom a set of 43 degree facets 
with a keel (culet). If you use these angles the pavilion will turn 
out fine. With the exception of the 43 degree facet the others are 
flexible depending upon how much rough you have (assuming we 
are talking quartz RI here). Even the "second" set of"main" 
facets doesn't have to all be at 53 degrees depending upon how 
much rough you have. Still, it will be much easier to get the 
stone to finish correctly if you keep the angles the same all the 
way around the set of facets. Once you have cut a few emerald 
cuts you will understand why it is such a rough conserving cut. 
It is extremely flexible for optimizing yield. However, optimiz
ing yield becomes a tedious task at times when you start varing 
angles all over the place. Steeper angles on the short end will 
give a longer "culet" which makes for a nice flash at the bottom 
of the stone. How to go about this will probably become apparent 
after cutting a couple. The stones are absurdly deep. The crown 
facet angles on an emerald cut are likewise "suggestions." Do as 
you please (within reason) to get maximum yield. I have seen 
designs with only two tiers of facets on the crown, but I think the 
third really steep set of facets adds a lot to the stone. The pavil
ion doesn't have to be three tiers, it can be two, or four or five 
depending on what you want to do and how large the stone is. A 
well done emerald cut is the sign of a competent faceter. They 
are not all that easy to do well. But the short answer is that you 
have the right idea with the angles. Have fun! § 

GIRDLES ARE IMPORTANT 

By Gerald I. Hemrich 

The girdle is the line that separates the top and bottom of a stone, 
be it a cabochon or a faceted gem. Even though it is normally 
only a fraction of a millimeter thick it serves a very useful pur
pose keeping the edges of the stone from chipping while cutting 
and even more important, preventing breakage in mounting. It is 
virtually impossible to set a stone with a knife edge girdle; the 
strain will cause the edge to chip or even break the stone. 

Girdle thickness will vary with the size of the stone and to some 
extent with the material being cut. Soft or brittle materials 
should have one slightly thicker than for harder stones as an 
added safety factor. Ideally, the girdle should be two percent of 
the diameter, in the case of a faceted stone. That may be sound 
theory, but is hard to put it into practice. To have a girdle of one 
mm, a stone would have to be 50mm in diameter and not many 
people are going to cut gems of that size consistently. 

In practice the girdle should be thick enough to be clearly seen 
through a !Ox glass. That will be sufficient, but experience and 
judgement lead the individual to his own choice in the matter. 
Here are some things to remember: be sure to polish the girdle; 
too thick a girdle can cause difficulty in setting a stone. On 
faceted stones be sure to keep it parallel to the table. 
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Girdles for cabochons present few problems. If the stone is de
signed for a mounting of a given size, it is best to leave the girdle 
slightly oversize when grinding and bring it down to the desired 
ize when sanding. Again the thickness need not be more than 

can be seen through a glass or, if the material is fragile, making 
it heavy enough that it can be clearly seen with the unaided eye 
should do the trick. 

In the case of faceted stones, the procedure is a little different. 
The girdle of the preform should be several times the thickness of 
the finished product---at least two to three millimeters. Making 
it too thin on a preform will groove a hand charged lap badly, 
though it does not seem to affect metal bonded laps. The first 
step is to grind the dopped stone to the desired size. This is usu
ally done on the coarse lap. If desired the girdle may be finish 
ground on a fine lap and polished, or the polishing may be de
ferred until the stone is ready to polish. Either method is satis
factory and is largely a matter of choice. 

I believe the girdle should be polished before any facets. If this is 
not done and the stone is any type of brilliant cut the points of the 
girdle facets will invariably be blunted. So by all means polish 
the girdle first. 

There are several ways to do this. If you wish to do it when the 
stone has been brought to size, an easy way is to remove the gem 
from the machine and polish on a leather buff. This can also be 
done after the facets have been cut and before transfer <lopping, 
but be careful not to blunt the points of the facets. If the polish
ing is done on the faceting machine, it is not advisable to use the 
·egular polishing lap; a thin girdle will groove it badly. To avoid 
this use another lap covered with Pelon, linoleum or cloth and 
wax. The girdle will be slightly rounded, but that will not be ap
parent unless the stone is examined through a glass. Also, a 
rounded one is said to make mounting easier and have more 
strength. 

Irregularly shaped gems such as ovals, marquises and hearts can 
present problems in doing the girdles and sizing them. Unless a 
special preforming attachment is used, it is best to mark out the 
desired stone size with a template, then sand and grind the girdle 
to the exact size. Polish just before <lopping. That may seem dif
ficult, but it can be done with a little practice. 

The girdle is an integral part ofany cut stone. It should be 
treated with the same care as the rest. 

/From GEMS & MINERALS. /972) § 

GA INING CONFIDENCE 

By Thomas J. Ricks 

Where can I get faceting instruction that will give me confidence 
to handle expensive, natural faceting rough? That's a question 
often asked. Let's look at it. What is "confidence" anyhow? 
One definition is "Assurance arising from reliance on oneself." 
Where does reliance on oneself come from? From instruction? 
No. It comes from practice, endless practice. Does that sound 
like your childhood piano teacher? It should. The concept is the 
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same. Many people new to  faceting tend to  shortcut practice of 
the basics in favor of progressing quickly to the more compli
cated cuts. That's a mistake. Many want to be faceters but too 
few want to learn to be faceters. The only way to learn is through 
practice. As in learning to play the piano, one does not immedi
ately start to attempt to play Gershwin, Rachmaninoff or Bach. 
No. One starts at the beginning- the scales. Endless hours 
practicing the old Do, Re, Mi; then on to music of increasing 
complexity. So it should be in faceting. Don't skip practice of 
the basics the simpler cuts. Make each stone you cut, even the 
most basic, as nearly perfect in workmanship as you possibly can. 
By workmanship I mean meets and polish. Learn to make those 
small adjustments in angle and index that are always necessary to 
place the facet exactly. 

(Abstracted in part From GEMS & MINERAl.s, December, J 982) § 

FIRSTLY, DO NOT FLEX THE MA ST BY BA D 
FACETING TECHNIQU E 

By George Beard 

The mast is only the method of presenting the stone to the lap 
and not for putting pressure on the angle stop. Although the an
gle stop is used, great care must be taken not to use it wrongly. 
Most problems are caused by blunt laps that do not cut and hav
ing to use excessive pressure to remove material. The following 
method may make you nervous but it really works for me and 
since I have mastered it most of my problems have disappeared. 
The method comes into play at the point when cutting the facets 
on your PRE-Polishing lap. 

I .  Make sure the stone is round or a true shape as to what is 
being cut. A good sharp course 180 diamond lap will be OK. 
A fine diamond lap will give trouble. Round stones---mark 
the high spots and note the index's and true up. Hexagons, 
octagons, etc.--measure across the flats and do the same. 
Care taken now is time saving later. 

2. Make sure the angle stop is disengaged after cutting the first 
facet on the tier. No more adjustments to the settings are 
necessary. Use a "cut and look" method for the following 
facets. This helps if the dop is running out. For small stones 
until you develop this method use the stop but make sure no 
pressure is on it. 

3. When starting to polish the stone set the angle stop about 
half of one degree lower than the cutting angle so that the 
facet starts to polish nearest the culet or the cable. When 
you have picked up this point on the stone, *DISENGAGE* 
the angle stop again. This time use only the "cheater" and 
the "micrometer height adjuster" to pick up the whole facet. 
Using the method it is very easy to polish the "meets." 

4. This method works when polishing with diamond. 

I hope some of you faceters out there find this article of some use 
and give it a try. When I teach new faceters this is the method I 
use and the newcomers usually cut good stones right from the 
word go. 

(From FACET TALK, No. 107, Moy.June, /999) 
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A CUTTING EX ERCISE FOR NOV ICES 

This "cutting exercise" is intended to provide novice and pre
novice faceters with a cutting exercise that progresses through a 
series of steps, with each step focusing on a narrow range of de
sired results. By limiting desired results, the faceter can concen
trate on those one or two elements and is not faced with the in
timidating task of "making everything work at once." The ap
proach in this exercise is fur the faceter to begin with a very sim
ple design and then proceed through a series of steps that modify 
the design, with each step requiring the accomplishment of a new 
"skill." If the desired results are achieved at each step in the ex
ercise, then unsatisfactory results in following steps can be more 
easily observed, diagnosed and corrected before proceeding to the 
next step. The procedure is set up so that the same stone can be 
used throughout the set of exercises. With this process, each step 
in the exercise just adds new facets to the stone. 

/ 

NOVICE EXERCISE 1 

Original "EIGHr Design By Glen & Martha Vargas. 
Angles for R.I. = 1.540 
17 + 8 girdles = 25 facets 
8-fold radial symmetry 
96 index 

L1W = 1.000 T/W = 0.529 U/W = 0.529 
P/W = 0.466 C/W = 0.236 
Vol.lW' = 0.264 
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PAVILION 

P1 43.00' 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

G1 90.00' 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

EXERCISE I 

CROWN 

C1 45.00' 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

T 0.00' Table 

The exercises are started with a very simple octogon design--the 
EIGHT design by Glen and Martha Vargas (PC2 I .040 in 
Data Yue). The objective for this exercise is to achieve a level 
girdle line and meet points at the culet, as illustrated in Fig I .  
Only eight pavilion facets (Pl )  and eight girdle facets (GI) are 

12  

required to complete this step. 

w 

FIG. I .  

EXERCISE 2 

G1 

PAVILION 

P1 43.00' 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

G1 90.00' 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

G1 

P1 

/ 

This exercise involves the attainment of reasonably equal widths 
of the step facets, getting meets on adjacent step-facets, and get
ting the facets to meet at the culet. Only two sets of facets (P2) 
and (P3), as illustrated in Fig 2, are required to complete this ex
ercise. (Previous facet P l  is left as is.) 

FIG. 2. 

EXERCISE 3 

T 
p 

1 

P2 37.00' 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

P3 31 .00' 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

This exercise involves the attainment of facet P2 meets at the gir
dle and cul et and placement of facet P3 facets which have no 
meet points with other facets. Thus, the P3 facets must be posi
tioned by equal "depth of cut." Only two sets of facets (P2) and 
(P3), as illustrated in Fig 3, are required to complete this exer
cise. (Previous facet P l  is left as is.) 

w 

FIG. 3. 

EXERCISE 4 

P2 30.50' 06-18-30-42-
54-66-78-90 

P3 30.40' 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

This exercise requires the addition of only one facet (P4) to the 
stone. The object is to achieve facet meets at the culet and previ
ously cut facet P l  and P3. If the previously cut P3 facets were 
not properly (i.e., equal cutting depth) positioned, the P4 facets 
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will not come into meet points with P3/P4. (Previous facets P l ,  
P2 and P3 are left a s  is.) This exercise completes the pavilion. 

w 

1 
FIG. 4. 

EXERCISE 5 

T "  

1 

P4 29.00' 02..QS-14-20-

26-32-38-44-

50-56-62-68-

7 4-80-86-92 

This exercise adds the first three facets to the crown (Cl ,  C2, and 
C3). The object is to create step facets with relaticely equal 
widths, make the adjacent facet lines meet, and make the C3 
facets meet at the peak, and of course, create a level girdle line. 

00 

C1 45.00" 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

FIG. 5 C2 39.00" 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

CJ 23.00" 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

EXERCISE 6 
This exercise requires the addition of only one facet (C4) to the 
crown. The purpose of this exercise is to create a facet whose 
angle is very close to the facet it meets which causes the new 
facet (C4) to "creep" very quickly into the facet it meets (C3), 
thus requiring close control of cutting depth. 
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EXERCISE 7 
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FIG. 6 C4 22.00· 96-12-24-36-

48-60-72-84 

This exercise only requires the addition of the table. The very 
narrow width created in the C4 facet by cutting the table requires 
the table to be cut precisely with the alignment of the C4 facets. 
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FIG. 7 0.00' Table 

EXERCISE 8 
This exercise requires the addition of two facets to the crown (C2 
and C3). The purpose offacet C3 is to set up the condition re
quired for applying EXERCISE 9. 
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C2 35.50• 06-18-30-42-

90 6 FIG. 8. 54-66-78-90 

96 C3 29.oo· 96-12-24-35-, 

48-60-72-84 

EXERCISE 9. 
This exercise requires the cutting of only one facet, in this case a 
second cutting of facet C3. The purpose ofrecutting facet C3 at a 
slightly different angle is to create a "double facet" and then 
eliminate the old C3 by cutting the new-angled C3 facet. 

48 

EXERCISE 10 

FIG. 9. CJ 28.75" 96-12-24-36-
48-60-72-84 

This exercise adds the final two facets (C4 and table), again re
quiring fitting the table to the alignment of the C4 facets. 
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THE ART OF OBSERVATION 

By Clive Washington 

If you intend to cut stones of any real quality, or even to work to 
competition standards, then it becomes essential to evolve a well
understood set of methods for seeing what you're doing, and 
knowing their limitations. Different people evolve different tech
niques to suit themselves, and I'm not going to claim that any of 
these are wrong; what follows is simply what works for me. The 
basic rule is: if you can't see it, you can't cut it. This sounds trite 
but it has two consequences; firstly that your stones can be no 
better than the resolution of your observing techniques, and sec
ondly that you should be aware what faults you're looking for, 
and devise specific observing techniques optimised to detect 
them. 1 divide the area into three sections: vision, magnification, 
and lighting, if any one of these isn't right, you can't work, and 
you can't compensate for a deficiency in one area by messing 
with the others. 

VISION 

The first, and most important thing, is to get your eyes tested reg
ularly. Faceting is close, critical work, and persistent use of high 
magnification lenses can cause eye strain. You must protect your 
sight because, quite simply, ifit fails, that's the end of your 
faceting, and a lot more too. You wouldn't be able to cut any 
more stones and you couldn't enjoy those you'd already done. 

You should determine whether you are right-eyed or left-eyed. If 
you don't know, just use a loupe to look at something. You will 
have instinctively used one eye or the other. I use my left; appar
ently many right-handed people are left-eyed and vice versa. 
Knowing this, you should try to use the loupe with both eyes al
ternately; this will initially prove very difficult, but it's worth 
persevering. If you start getting headaches, take a break. Most 
people spend far too long looking at one thing without resting 
their eyes --- just look at the way guidelines for VDU use have 
developed over the last few years. I try to take a "distance vi
sion" break every 20 minutes or so but it can be hard to tear your
self away. 

MAGNIFICATION 

Your loupe, or loupes, are absolutely critical and should be the 
best you can afford. Over the years you will probably look at 
thousands of pounds' worth of stones with them, so anything 
other than the best is false economy. Your failure to observe a 
single defect in a valuable stone can make a difference to its 
value that is far greater than the cost of the loupe itself. I have 
two loupes, an 8x and a 20x, and as I will describe, they have 
specific uses. They should be corrected doublet or triplet glass 
lenses, moulded plastic lenses are useless. Headband magnifiers 
also just don't deliver the goods--- they have nowhere near 
enough magnification. 
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LIGHTING 

Your lighting setup is very important and you will probably 
spend a lot of time fiddling with it before you're completely 
happy. The problem is that different observing techniques have 
different lighting requirements. The best way to illustrate this is 
to go into a room lit with only a single point light source and a 
stone and magnifier. Draw the curtains, or work at night, so that 
there is no daylight getting in. Hold the stone in tongs (I use the 
3-claw spring tongs with the spring considerably weakened) and 
try to look at a particular facet. Everything will be impenetrably 
dark unless you manage to catch the reflection from the facet, 
when you will get a bright image, probably too blinding to be 
able to see anything useful. The glare around the facet will pre
vent you from accurately seeing its periphery and meets. Try to 
see how good the pavilion point meet is---you will never be able 
to see clearly because only one facet will ever be brightly lit and 
the rest will be in darkness. The bright one seems to "extend" 
beyond its true borders, even when it's accurately focused. If you 
now tilt the facet slightly off-reflection, as the main reflection 
fades to one side, you will be able to clearly see any scratches, 
pits, or smears, thrown strongly into contrast. This off-reflection 
observing technique is invaluable and we will discuss it again 
later. 

Now take the same stone into a well-lit white room or, better, 
under a bright cloudy sky. The focusing of the stone is easier and 
the meets can, at last, be seen accurately. However all those 
scratches you could see under the spotlight are now much harder 
to see or are even invisible. This applies to surface finish too; a 
stone polished with I micron diamond will look well-polished in 
diffuse daylight but under a spotlight the surface will appear hazy 
and poorly polished. 

So to make any progress you need a combination of lights. 
work in a small conservatory with a plastic roof, so even in dull 
conditions I have more than enough light for meet observation. 
For polishing I have a I OOW halogen bulb clamped to a roof 
beam about 4 feet above the lap, pointing downwards. This light 
is on a gooseneck (it's a modified desk lamp) and has been ad
justed so that, with my normal seating position, when I swing the 
stone upwards for observation it's fairly easy to catch the reflec
tion. This light is connected to a dimmer but in practice this 
wasn't necessary ---it's only ever used at full power. The only 
problem with this arrangement is that when the daylight fades, I 
can't see meets clearly and have to do less critical work. 

TECHNIQUES 

Faceting involves the observation of four main stone features; 
meets, polish, flatness, and edge roundness. Each of these needs 
a particular observing technique. Of course you won't need to 
use all the techniques all the time; you will vary your technique 
depending on what you're doing. But having specific checking 
methods will allow you to home in on the right technique quick' 
and efficiently, and will avoid a lot of inefficient random squint
ing through the glass. 
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MEETS 

As you work your way through the cutting process, meet observa
.ion is the first thing that becomes critical, usually when you've 
descended to about the 6 micron stage, and then through until the 
final polish. Meet observation has two requirements; firstly the 
highest possible magnification, and secondly a uniform illumina
tion on all the relevant facets. Although the 8X glass will suffice 
in the early grinding stages, when you finally polish the meets 
into position you will need to change to the 20X glass. 

Despite having a lot of magnification, it can often be hard to see 
if a meet is correct. The eye becomes confused when looking at 
the meet and it's hard to perceive what's going on, especially if 
there are 5, 6 or more facets involved--your eye just can't take in 
the jumble of tiny lines at the misaligned meet. To get round 
this, 1 use what I call the "line continuation" technique. Don't 
try to look at the meet itself, instead concentrate on the facet 
edges that join it. If the meet is correct the lines will appear to 
smoothly pass through the meet without a hiccup. Figure I 
shows this method in use. (EDITOR'S NOTE: There was no Fig
ure 1 with the article.) You can ·t always find edges that continue 
in this way, but looking at the lines, rather than the meets, will 
usually give you a better idea of whether or not something is out 
of place. 

POLISH 

We already examined the use oflighting to detect polish and 
scratch quality. The reflection from the overhead light allows 
any surface defects to be shown up clearly, with the 8X or 20X 
glass not making a lot of difference. It's important to get the 
facet accurately in focus (which can be tricky) since a scratch is a 
very thin feature which will go out of focus easily. The proce
dure I generally use for polishing is to polish the facet using the 
spot illumination until the surface pits are gone and there are no 
scratches. Then you switch to 20X magnification and diffuse 
illumination to push the meets into their final position. Finally 
check again for scratches just as you 're approaching perfect 
meets--- there shouldn't be any unless you have a contamination 
problem. 

There is a technique for observing scratches which can be very 
helpful. Under virtually all circumstances scratches will be gen
erated by the lap and so will all run in the same direction. In my 
setup this is pretty much vertical since the stone trails tangen
tially on the lap, although the scratches may be transverse if your 
dop arm lies radially on the lap it all depends how you use your 
machine. Because of the way the scratch scatters light, it's much 
easier to see in some directions than others. Let's suppose your 
scratches run vertically and you have the facet under observation 
so that you've just caught the spot reflection. To bring the 
scratch into contrast you tilt the stone slightly off-reflection so 
that the facet goes dark; however the scratch scatters light and 
thus is visible as a bright line. Now you have two options. You 
can "lose" the main reflection by swinging the stone vertically or 
by rotating the head (the machine's, not yours!) horizontally. 
But a vertical scratch scatters most of its light to the sides, and 
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very little light up and down, so if you swing the stone vertically 
to lose the reflection, you probably won·t see the scratch. If how
ever, you rotate the head slightly so that the bright reflection 
moves to the side, you will be able to see the strong sideways 
scattering from the scratch. The same reasoning applies if your 
machine produces horizontal scratches---you should swing the 
stone off-reflection vertically since the horizontal scratches will 
scatter most light, and thus be most visible, in the vertical plane. 

Incidentally there is another reason why it's worth knowing 
which direction your scratches lie. When you wipe the stone for 
observation, it's often hard to tell the difference between a smear 
and a scratch. lfyour scratches are always vertical, just wipe 
horizontally, and you will always be able to tell the difference. 
Smearing is rarely a big problem for me, though, as I use water 
lubrication almost exclusively. I stopped trying to use oily lubri
cants long ago, as I could never wipe the facet clean for proper 
observation. 

When polishing very large facets, such as the table, or mains on a 
large stone, it can be very difficult to see the final disappearance 
ofa troublesome scratch. Often it's possible to see if any scratch 
remains simply by breathing on the stone. Watch the film of 
moisture evaporate through the loupe and, as it recedes over the 
facet, it will often linger a while at any surface defects or 
scratches. I suspect that the surface defects act as condensation 
nuclei and thus cause larger water droplets to deposit on the sur
face at these points. These take longer to evaporate, outlining the 
scratch as they do. Don't use this technique on water-soluble 
stones! 

FLATNESS 

Really flat facets add enormously to the life and activity of a 
stone. There are two reasons why a facet may not be flat; there 
may be machine deficiencies, such as lap runout or loose bear
ings, but these really just need a one-off engineering solution. 
What we are really concerned with here is the situation where a 
facet is being pushed to an exact meet by applying a small height 
or pitch adjustment during polishing. lfthis isn't carried out 
carefully the facet can end up bent or split, rather than being 
completely recut in a new position. Now I'm aware that I may be 
in conflict with some cutters by advocating "cheating" during 
polishing. Some people think that it can only lead to rounded 
facets and that the facet should be accurately cut before polishing. 
To my mind this is nearly impossible because the polishing pro
cess itself removes material and thus moves the meets around. 
Trying to guess where they'll end up is pointless. I long ago ac
cepted that polishing is just a fine form of cutting and that preci
sion meet control could only be achieved at this stage. Of course, 
you shouldn't try to remove a lot of material, or correct a major 
error by polishing---this will take ages and wear out your lap 
(and your patience). 

As the facet approaches completion I adjust the head so that the 
meets are all achieved accurately and simultaneously. The slight 
adjustment really cuts a new facet at a position very close to the 
old one, and if this cutting is stopped prematurely, we have two 
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facets where there should be one. The most troublesome aspect 
of this is that the bend or joint in the facet becomes less visible as 
the magnification is increased. When I'm doing this sort of cor
rection, I invariably use the 8X glass because a bent facet ap
pears truly flat under the 20X glass. The bend is even more visi
ble to the naked eye if the facet is large enough---hence the need 
to make sure that the repolishing in the new position is com
pleted. I suspect that repositioning facets during polishing has 
got a bad reputation simply for this reason; people thought that 
they had got it right under I OX, then found that the previously 
invisible bends in the facets were offensive to the naked eye. 
Again it is useful to use the off-reflection technique with the 
spotlight, which will provide a clear contrast between the flats on 
the facet being pushed around. 

EDGE ROUNDNESS 

The sharpness that you can achieve between facet edges depends 
on many factors; the type of lap, the material being cut, the quan
tity and viscosity of polishing compound, if you're not using dia
mond, and many others. This is a poorly explored area and 
hopefully will be clarified by more research. So there isn't really 
a need to test edge roundness during cutting, as once you've de
cided on your cutting technique it's beyond your control. How
ever if you're trying to refine your technique, you need to assess 
the sharpness of your facet edges. 

The easiest way to look for edge roundness is to use the technique 
used by woodworkers to test the sharpness of edge tools. If an 
edge is truly sharp, you should not be able to scatter light off it. 
If you examine the stone under a bright light, and try to move a 
facet reflection from one facet to another, the edge between them 
should not light up if it's really sharp. Normally, however, a fine 
line of light can be seen, showing that the facet edge has a small 
radius. Practice with this method will allow you to assess edge 
sharpness fairly well. I have recently assessed the sharpness of 
some ofmy facet edges using electron microscopy (see http://re
liant. pharm. nottingham. ac. uk/facet/em. html) and the edge 
radius is of the order of half a micron, which is consistent with 
my use of I-micron diamond on tin for the polishing process. 
Even at this sharpness, it's not difficult to see light being scat
tered from the illuminated edge. I know that this can be im
proved on, since I've seen diamonds with almost invisible edges, 
but I've yet to achieve it in a softer gemstone. 

(From FACETER'S STONECHAT, Issue 39, September, 200/) § 

SYNTHETICS IN THE INVENTORY 

G!A's John Koivula is an expert on the visual identification of 
gemstones. He listed the top ten man-made gems that we need to 
be aware of and look for when buying gems. 

Hydrothermal synthetic amethyst and citrine contain growth 
spikes, known as nail-head spicules, that are produced by growth 
blockage. Because a quartz crystal caused the spike and since the 
host material is also quartz, polarized light is used to reveal the 
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inclusion in  the crystal. Manufacturers are also growing syn
thetic ametrine hydrothermally. 

Negative crystals in synthetic moissanite reveal the material's 
hexagonal structure. Their angular form may cause the host to 
be mistaken for a natural gem. Synthetic moissanite is doubly 
refractive, and diamond is not. Groups oflong, thin and wavy 
needle-like inclusions are common in synthetic moissanite, not in 
diamond. 

Partially-healed fractures are usually seen in flux-grown synthetic 
emeralds. Because of their appearance, these types of inclusions 
are known as flux fingerprints. Platinum platelets from cru
cibles, graining and growth patterns, nail-head spicules, and gold 
crystals from gold-lined crucibles may be found in the synthetics. 

Curved striae are very characteristic of synthetic rubies grown 
from flame fusion. Deposits of successive flow layers create the 
patterns. Primary and secondary flux inclusions may be con
tained. Natural rubies show similar types of internal patterns 
that confuse the issue. Platinum inclusions from crucibles can be 
present. Hydrothermally-grown rubies also show a roiled growth 
internal pattern. 

Most synthetic sapphire is colorless. Platinum platelets from the 
crucible may be found. Look for curved colored growth rings or 
banding, as these successive growth layers are the result of vari
able amounts of coloring chemicals. Look also for tiny white 
clusters of pinpoints, which are gas bubbles in synthetic sapphire 
grown from flame fusion. Synthetic flux sapphires contain 
drippy flux fingerprints. Natural sapphire may show similar 
fluid inclusions. 

Synthetic alexandrite chrysoberyl contains large primary flux in
clusions with small bubbles that develop in the flux before it so
lidifies. Tiny triangular and hexagonal platinum platelets from 
the crucible are scattered about in flux-grown synthetic alexan
drite. 

Hydrothermally-grown synthetic aquamarine shows wavy growth 
lines, seen best using darkfield binocular illumination. Look for 
a roiled, angular growth zoning in hydrothermals. 

Synthetic spinels are produced by flame fusion and flux. Flame
fusion spine! shows characteristic gas bubbles and curved growth 
markings. Flux-grown spinels show angular growth and have 
few inclusions. Natural spinels contain tiny octahedral crystals 
that are like double pyramids. 

Black and white opals are created in the lab. Telltale inclusions 
are columns of color and snakeskin or chickenwire honeycomb
like patterns. The slow settling process, a form of sedimentary 
event, is used to produce synthetic opal and results in the telltale 
formation of a columnar structure. 

(From THE NEW MEXICO FACETER, Moy/June, 2000) 
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SYNTHETIC AND SIMULANT 

'iynthetic and simulant is terminology by the USBM for labora
,ory grown gemstones. Others in the gemstones industry may use 
different terms to refer to laboratory grown gemstones. Labora
tory grown synthetic gemstones have essentially the same appear
ance and optical, physical, and chemical properties as the natural 
material that they represent. Synthetic gemstones produced in 
the United States include alexandrite, coral, diamond, emerald, 
garnet, lapis lazuli, quartz, ruby, sapphire, spine! and turquoise. 
Laboratory grown simulants have an appearance similar to that 
of a natural gemstone but have different optical, physical and 
chemical properties. The gemstone simulants produced in the 
United States include coral, cubic zirconia, lapis lazuli, malachite 
and turquoise. Additionally, certain colours of synthetic sapphire 
and spine!, used to represent other gemstones, would be classed 
as simulants. Coloured and colourless varieties of cubic zirconia 
are the major simulants produced. 

In the past few years, the use and consumer acceptance of syn
thetic and simulant gemstones have grown. Much of this growth 
is the direct result of the recognition of these gemstones for their 
own merits, not just as inexpensive substitutes for natural gem
stones. In 1993, the reported value of production of US synthetic 
and simulant materials was $17.9 million, about a 5% decrease 
from that of 1992, according to the USBM. Since the the USBM 
began collecting data on the value of production of synthetic and 
simulant gemstones in 1986, the US production has averaged 
1bout $17.0 million per year, with a low of $10.3 million in 1986 
and a high of $20.5 million in 1990. During the past 5 years, 
the annual value of production has averaged $ 18.8 million with 
annual increases or decreases from 5% to 13%. 

Synthetic and simulant gemstone producers use many different 
production methods, but they can be grouped into one of three 
types of processes: melt growth, solution growth, or extremely 
high-temperature, high-pressure growth. 

The year 1902 saw the first production of synthetic ruby using 
the Verneuil flame-fusion process. Later, sapphire, spine!, rutile, 
and strontium titanate were grown with this technique. In this 
process, a single crystal, called a boule, forms in the flame of a 
simple, downward-impinging oxygen-hydrogen blowtorch. Pure 
oxides of aluminium (in the cases of ruby, sapphire and spine]) or 
titanium (rutile and strontium titanate) are poured into the top of 
a small furnace and melted. Other oxides are added as needed 
for process control and to obtain the specific colour desired. The 
melted material solidifies as a boule on a rotating fire-clay peg as 
the peg is slowly withdrawn. A boule has a very characteristic 
shape, with a rounded end, a Jong cylindrical body, and a taper
ing end. It is usually about 13 to 25mm in diameter, 50 to 
100mm long, and weighs 75 to 250 carats. 

Another melt technique is the Bridgman-Stockbarge solidifica

tion method, named for an American, PW Bridgman and a Ger
man DC Stockbarge, who, aided by three Russians, J Obreimov, 
G Tammann and L Shubnikov, discovered and perfected the pro
cess between 1924 and I 936. Currently, the method is used pri-
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marily for growing nongem halide, sulfide and various metallic 
oxide crystals, one of the metallic oxides being aluminum oxide 
or sapphire. 

The Bridgrnan-Stockbarge process uses a specially shaped cru
cible, which is a cylindrical tube open at one end and capped at 
the other by a small pointed cone. The crucible is filled with the 
powdered chemicals necessary to grow a specific crystal and is 
lowered slowly through a furnace. The small, pointed end of the 
cone cools first because it is the first part of the crucible that 
moves from the hottest part of the furnace into cooler regions and 
it is the first part to emerge from the furnace. As the crucible 
cools, the molten materials solidify, hopefully in a single crystal, 
in the point of the crucible. The crystal then acts as a seed 
around which the remainder of the molten material solidifies un
til the entire melt has frozen, filling the container with a single 
crystal. 

This process is simple, and crystals of various sizes can be 
grown. The crystals are typically about 50mm in diameter and 
15mm in length, but large ones exceeding 890mm in diameter 
and weighing more than 1000 kilograms have been grown. The 
crystals have the same shape as the crucible. 

The Czochralski pulJed-growth method is used for ruby, sap
phire, spine], yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Y AG), gadolinium
galJium-gamet (GGG) and alexandrite. Czochralski developed 
his method in about 1917. 

In the Czochralski method, ingredient powders---nutrients--are 
melted in a platinum, iridium, graphite, or ceramic crucible. A 
seed crystal is attached to one end of a rotating rod, the rod is 
lowered into the crucible until the seed just touches the melt, and 
then the rod is slowly withdrawn. The crystal grows as the seed 
pulJs materials from the melt, and the material cools and solidi
fies. Yet, because of surfuce tension of the melt, the growing 
crystal stays in contact with the molten material and continues to 
grow until the melt is depleted. 

Typically, the seed is pulJed from the melt at a rate of I to 
100mm per hour. Crystals grown using this method can be very 
large, more than 50mm in diameter and I metre in length, and of 
very high purity. Each year producers using this method grow 
millions of carats of crystals. 

Certain gemstones pose unique problems when attempts are 
made to grow them. The problems arise because certain materi
als are either so reactive that they cannot be melted even in unre
active platinum and iridium crucibles or they melt at higher tem
peratures than the crucible materials can endure. Therefore, an
other melting system must be used, called the skull melting sys
tem. Cubic Zirconia, because of its high melting point must be 
grown using the skull melting method. 

The "skull" is a hollow-walled copper cup. Water is circulated 
through the hollow walls to cool the inside wall of the skull. The 
cup is filled with powdered ingredients and heated by radio fre
quency induction until the powders melt. Because the water 
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cools the walls of the skull, the powdered materials next to the 
walls do not melt, and the molten material is contained within a 
shell of unmelted material. Therefore, the reactive or high
temperature melt is contained within itself. When the heat 
source is removed and the system is allowed to cool, crystals form 
by nucleation and grow until the entire melt solidifies. Crystals 
grown using this system vary in size, depending on the number 
of nucleations. In growing cubic zirconia, a single skull yields 
about 1 kg of material per cycle. 

Solution techniques for making synthetic gems include flux 
methods for emerald, ruby, sapphire, spine!, Y AG, GGG and 
alexandrite. The other solution method is the hydrothermal 
method, often used for growing beryl (emerald, aquamarine and 
morganite) and quartz. 

Quartz crystals are grown in a hydrothermal solution in large 
pressure vessels known as autoclaves. Careful control of temper
ature and pressure in the different areas of the autoclave result in 
the feed material, known as /ascas, dissolving in the hotter por
tion. The material redepostis on seed crystals, located in the 
cooler portion, forming synthetic quartz crystals. The process 
usually takes 30 to 60 days for the crystals to reach the desired 
size. The process can produce rock crystal, amethyst, and citrine, 
or in some cases blue or green quartz with no natural counter
part. The same system is used to grow beryl crystals. 

Other techniques involve solid- or liquid-state reactions and 
phase transformations for jade and lapis lazuli; vapor phase de
position for ruby and sapphire; ceramics for turquoise, lapis 
lazuli and coral; and others for opal, or glass and plastics simu
lants or imitations. 

The Verneuil, Czochralski and skull melting processes are the 
melt techniques most often used for the synthesis of gem materi
als. 

(From FACET TALK, No 120, July-August, 2001) § 

HOW I LOST MY LAPPY HOME 

By Bill Deazley (bugged by all the polishing controversy) 
Title by Elaine Deazley (amused by all the fuss) 

This is a story of the observations of a small microbe named 
"Bug" hiding in a crack in a piece of topaz (or whatever stone 
you prefer) while it is being polished on a tin/diamond lap. 

Bug looks out of the crack and sees the tin lap surface rushing by. 
He is fortunate enough to be located right near the edge of the 
topaz surface being polished (eroded/worn/torn). Because bug 
has extremely rapid reflexes the movement of the tin surface ap
pears to be quite slow and he can see the interactions that are 
happening in the gap between the tin lap and the topaz surface. 

The first thing that bug notices is there is a fluid film between the 
tin surface and the topaz surface. This fluid film separates the 

tin lap from the topaz. It is impossible to squeeze all the fluid 
out as the lap sweeps under the topaz. 

Then bug notices that there are small chunks of diamond imbed
ded in the tin surface that just barely contact the topaz as they 
swish by. Where they touch the topaz small amounts of the topaz 
flakes off and the topaz powder is suspended in the fluid film. 
As time goes by, more and more of this topaz powder is seen in 
the fluid. 

Soon there is enough to call it topaz mud. The mud eventually 
gets dense enough to firm a slurry of fluid and topaz particles 
that force the gap between the topaz surface and the tin lap to 
increase. Now bug sees that the diamond points stuck in the tin 
lap's surface can no longer contact the topaz as they sweep by. 
The mud has formed a slippery layer between the two surfaces, 
and the topaz is riding on these loose topaz chunks almost as if 
they are a bunch of ball bearings. 

Now bug sees that the topaz surface is rubbing against the parti
cles and is being bumped by them as they swarm around in the 
fluid. Not much is happening to the topaz surface. The bumping 
and rubbing wears some of the topaz surface away but the 
amount worn away is drastically reduced because only topaz is 
rubbing and wearing against topaz. The diamond chunks are no 
longer in the picture. 

Bug then notices that as the slightly uneven tin surfuce sweeps 
by, the high spots crowd the mud more than the low spots. This, 
bug sees makes the topaz mud scrub at the much softer tin sur
face. This scrubbing soon begins to undercut the tin supporting 
the imbedded diamond chunks while at the same time not letting 
the solid topaz surfuce push the diamond back into the tin, it is 
not too long before the loosened diamond chunks get caught up 
in the swirling mud slurry. Now the slurry is composed of topaz, 
metallic tin, and small amounts of diamond and other things like 
tin oxide etc. 

Bug sees that because the diamond has no solid support it really 
can not contribute much to the wearing down of the topaz sur
face. Worse yet, every once and awhile the very thin fluid and 
mud film at the high spots becomes so thin that tin contacts the 
topaz surface. The tin/topaz contact is a high friction point that 
tears out a topaz boulder. 

Bug wondered how this soft tin would pull hard topaz apart. 
Then he remembered one of his teachers telling him that crys
talline substances are usually very weak in tension and tin, which 
is ductile, can compress and bunch up and not pull apart. The 
unfortunate topaz fractures first and a big boulder gets dislodged 
into the mud slurry. Because this boulder is often much bigger 
than the distance between the tin lap and the topaz surface it rolls 

_ between them and forms a series of deep pits in a line that looks 
like a scratch. 

Occasionally Bug sees the same boulder come rolling by, much 
diminished from all the rolling and rubbing. Eventually the 
boulder gets stuck in the tin and slowly sinks down to where it no 
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longer contacts the topaz surface. There are a few small grooves 
left in the topaz surface where it contacted the worn boulder as it 
was being forced into the tin. The scratches or grooves were 
mailer in width than wavelengths of light visible to humans so 

they could only be seen directly by Bug who has vision that 
reaches far into the ultra-violet wavelengths. 

Bug has wondrous powers of communication. He is able to send 
his thoughts to the human who is running this massive machine. 
Bug is worried about these flying boulders and particles of mud 
that are banging close to the cave where he is snuggled down in 
the topaz. He decides to place a thought in the human's mind to 
clean off the mud and flush the remaining debris with more of 
the clean fluid. 

There is an ulterior motive in Bug's message because if the fluid 
film were thick enough, no further eroding of bug's cave en
trance would occur. Of course the request backfires because the 
fluid is a poor lubricant and the fluid film thins down rapidly. It 
isn't too long before the diamond points sticking out of the tin 
surface are again scrubbing the topaz surface away- much to 
Bug's dismay. 

This erosion is worse than when the mud was cluttering up the 
fluid. Bug couldn't help but admire how clean and sharp the 
edge between the two facets had become when there was no 
muddy slurry bunching up at the intersection between the two 
facets. He could also see a comer, formed by three facets, that no 
'onger looked rounded down by the mud. It had looked more like 
a prow of an ocean liner from the erosion as it plowed through 
the mud. 

These new facet edges appealed to Bug's sense of correctness but 
he was continually being forced farther and farther back into his 
crack from the rapid erosion that was occurring. It finally got 
bad enough that there was no more crack left and Bug clung 
helplessly to the last small imperfection in the topaz surface. 
Bug saw a diamond point rushing toward him and he saw that it 
was going to hit him so he let go of his handhold and went 
swirling along with the rest of the topaz chunks. Bug was never 
heard from again. 

Of course Bug's fate wouldn't have been much better if the hu
man had smeared Teflon grease on the lap or had changed the 
fluid to some smelly sourstuff (German for acid). 

In the Teflon case the small plastic spheres would have been 
mashed down on the tin because Teflon behaves very much like 
wax and would have formed a slippery tough film that would 
protect the tin from eroding as it was being scrubbed by the topaz 
mud. The diamond points would stick out above the Teflon film 
and still do their thing. The reduced friction and the surface pro
tection would also have helped prevent high friction tin-topaz 
contact so very few boulders would be tom out of the topaz and 
;cratches would have been greatly reduced. The topaz mud 
would still build up and eventually wear away the Teflon film, if 
it was not continually washed out with clean fluid and replaced 
with an added application of the Teflon grease. 
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In  the case where sourstuff might have been used, Bug would 
have seen that the crystal surface of the topaz was weakened by 
the chemical destruction of some of the topaz molecules. 
Chunks of weakened topaz were being broken loose from the sur
face. The mud also included abrasive suspended in the sourstuff 
in a colloidal form that helped scrub the weakened surface. Ero
sion was strong and mud would have formed rapidly. Therefore 
it would have been necessary to keep flushing the tin surface with 
more and more of the sourstuff. This would work very well, but 
the mess would be awful and the machinery would begin to show 
bad signs of corrosion and pitting. 

The human decided to leave this chemical approach to the pro
fessional cutters who could afford to replace their faceting ma
chines when they wore out. 

(From NORTH YORK FACETING GUILD NEWSLETTER. Morch, /998) § 

SOU RCES OF THIS 
NEW SLETTER' S INFORMATION 

Readers of this newsletter perhaps are not aware of the consider
able flow on information that occurs among the various faceting 
guilds. Most of the guilds publish newsletters that for the most 
part circulate among local members of the guilds although some 
guilds have a national or international audience. Taken as a 
whole, these newsletters, some published quarterly, and some 
more often, contain a wealth of information dealing with a myr
iad range of faceting subjects. As part of the good will among 
the various faceting guilds, there is an "information exchange 
understanding" whereby articles from any guild newsletter may 
be published in any other guild's newsletter, without the necessity 
of obtaining publication permission from the source newsletter. 
Needless to say, this agreement is a boon to editors who are con
stantly faced with the problem of obtaining newsletter material. 

The USFG is continously involved in such newsletter (and infor
mation) exchanges which currently include the following 
newsletters and their respective publishing guilds: 

ANGLES---Faceters Guild of Southern California 

FACETERS' STONECHAT---UK Faceter Cutters Guild 

FACETS--Columbia-Willamette Faceter's Guild 

FACET TALK--Australian Faceters' Guild 

MEET POINTS---Vancouver Island Faceters' Guild 

THE CRYSTAL AND GEM NEWS--North Puget Sound 
Faceting Guild 

THE NEW MEXICO FACETER---New Mexico Faceters Guild 

NEWSLETTER---The North York Faceters Guild 

THE TRANSFER BLOCK--The Faceters Guild Of Northern 
California. § 
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WIND WHEEL NO. 2 

(CLARIFICATION) 

From Charles Covill 

On the diagram for the WIND WHEEL NO. 2 (in the September 
200 I issue of this newsletter) the plan view of the pavilion shows 
facets steps 4 and 5. However the listing for the pavilion shows 
only facets step 4. 

The reason and the explanation is that the original gemcad due to 
symmetry required the facets to be cut separately or that the sym
metry be changed. The new version of gem print realizes that 
they are the same step and lists them together as step 4. 

The original diagram had them listed as separate facets, when I 
sent the diagram by e-mail I used the new gemprint and it omit
ted the step 5 facets in the cutting sequence. 

Fig. I illustrates the Wind Wheel crown view as published in the 
September 2001 issue of this newsletter. Fig. 2 illustrates the 
Wind Wheel No. 2 crown view that matches the cutting instruc
tions in the September 200 I issue. THE ONLY DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN THE TWO DIAGRAMS IS THE DELETION OF 
FACET 5 NOTATION FROM THE CROWN VIEW IN FIG. 2. 

TIIlS CORRECTION DOES NOT ALTER THE CUTTING 
INSTRUCTIONS AS PUBLISHED IN THE SEPTEMBER 
2001 ISSUE. § 

gl gl  

Fig. I .  Pavilion plan view as 
illustrated in the September, 
2001 issue which incorrectly 
showed facet 5. 

Fig. 2. Pavilion plan view il
lustrating deletion of the facet 
5 label. 

CLARIFICATION, CORRECTION AND 
GEMCAD ASPECTS FOR 

UTOPIA 
(The Masters Stone Design for the 
2002 Single Stone Competition) 

RALPH MATHEWSON TEST CUT THE DESIGN ACCORD
ING TO THE INSTRUCTIONS IN THE SEPTEMBER 2001 
ISSUE OF THIS NEWSLETTER. 

RALPH REPORTS THAT THE DESIGN PLAN AND AC
COMPANING CUTTING SEQUENCE, ANGLE VALVES, 
AND INDICES RESULTED IN A COMPETITION
QUALITY STONE. THE INCONSISTENCIES DIS
CUSSED IN TIIlS ARTICLE DO NOT AFFECT THE AC
TUAL CUTTING OF THE DESIGN. 

Thus, the primary points of interest in this discussion of the 
"collective tests" with this design are related to computerized 
construction of the design. An initial potential problem with the 
design became apparent when the cutting instructions (as stated 
in the September 2001 issue of this newsletter) were followed 
during the process of"building" the design into GemCad. Fig. I 
illustrates how several facets in the PIO  to P l?  series (facets P l  I 
and P l2) do not make proper meetpoint with the initially cut 
pavilion facets (which were cut to a TCP). Also, the girdle line 
did not close at the 48 index (see Fig. 3). 

After some tinkering around with the cutting sequence, it was 
found that if the pavilion cutting sequence is changed, the meets 
come together OK (see Fig. 2) and the girdle facets meet at the 
48 index (see Fig. 4). 

The pavilion cutting sequence for the four banks of facets that 
will produce a GemCad plan comparable to the design as pub-

Fig. I .  Fig. 2. 

Before becoming too concerned over the contents of this article 
on the Utopia design, cutters, and particularly cutters who plan to 
enter the MASTERS class of the 2002 Single Stone Competition, 
should be clearly aware of the following: 

Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 4. 
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lished in our newsletter is as follows: 

PJ ;  

PIO; Pl ! ;  P12; P l 3; P l4; PIS; P J6; P l?; 

P2; P3; P4; PS; P6; P7; PS; P9; 

PIS; P20; P J 9; P21 ;  P22; P23; P24. 

The different plan results (i.e., Figs. I and 2) that were produced 
merely by following two different cutting sequences, with all an
gles and indices the same between the two sequences, seems to be 
the result ofa computing "glitch" in GemCad. This GemCad 
cutting sequence thing apparently does not affect the actual cut
ting of the stone but cutters should be aware of the GernCad pe
culiarity. 

Another potential problem was that the "published" cutting se
quence to produce an UW ratio of 1 .426 rather than the desired 
UW ratio of 1 .436. However, the foregoing sequence in Gem
Cad produced an UW ratio of 1 .435 which is different from the 
1.436 value in the published diagram but is likely close enough to 
not cause any cutting problems. 

The second apparent problem seemed to be changes that had to 
be made in the angles of a number of facets in order to produce 
·he desired diagram. This apparent problem occurred when the 
original facet angles were used by Fred Van Sant to create the 
diagram in his MacGem program. Fred found that in MacGem, 
facets P l2  - P l?  inclusive required different angles--P l2  requir
ing 67.50 rather than 70.13, and the other angles of this group 
required lowering by a couple of degrees, roughly. Likewise, 
facet P20 required changing from 39.95 to 39.63; facet P2 I from 
40.35 to 39.63; and facet P22 required changing from 39.00 to a 
higher angle value. 

However, the only changes to get proper pavilion meetpoints (in 
GernCad) is facet P l 9  which required a change from 39.00 to 
39. 1 0 ,  and facet P24 which required a change from 40.45 to 
40.46. Facet Pl 9 is the facet that the "tweaking" note referred to 
in the newsletter. In some copies of the design that are in circu
lation, pavilion facet P J9  is shown with an open meetpoint at the 
culet. Changing the angle from 39.00 to 39. JO corrects this open 
meetpoint. No other facets in GemCad required changes in the 
angles to produce the desired diagram. 

This is an interesting situation and almost certainly indicates dif
ferent computational procedures that different computer pro
grams may use to produce diagrams from raw data. TheJollow
ing explanation from Fred addresses some of those procedures. 

HOWEVER, THE READER IS REMINDED THAT THE CUT
TING INSTRUCTIONS AS PUBLISHED IN THE SEPTEM-

BER200l ISSUE WILL PRODUCE A COMPETITION
QUALITY STONE. THIS ARTICLE IS PRIMARILY FOR 
THE PURPOSE OF ALERTING GEMCAD USERS THAT DIF
FERENT SEQUENCES OF DATA ENTERING MAY PRO
DUCE DIFFERENT PLAN PERSPECTIVES. 

SOME COMPUTATIONAL FEATURES 

OF MACGEM AND GEMCAD 

By Fred Van Sant 

I do all design checking with my MacGern program, which has 
some different features than GernCad. For checking, one impor
tant difference is that in MacGern there is only ONE point at the 
juncture of four facets, whereas in Gem Cad there will be FOUR 
separate points at that location. In GernCad each plane (facet) 
has its own set of vertices (points) which are stored as a linked 
list--that is, the points around each facet are "owned" by that 
facet and stored in a sequence that runs clockwise or counter
clockwise around the facet. What in MacGem is a single com
mon point for all four facets, or for three or five or however many 
facets meet at that point, becomes a set of multiple points in 
GernCad, and they are NOT ALL THE SAME ! ! ! Some may 
have the same coordinates while others may vary slightly. This 
means that two persons checking a design with GemCad may 
not come np with the same results, because in cutting a set of 
facets they may be selecting different points (emphasis sup
plied). For most designs the discrepancy is so small as to be in
significant, but in those where indexing or angles are close to
gether it may be noticeable. 

Try this: Open GemCad and make a pavilion of 12  or 16 facets 
at about 41 degrees, as for a round. Then check the coordinates 
of the culet point by selecting it many times, moving the cursor 
around in a circle. You will note that not all the coordinates are 
the same, because you are actually selecting different points. 

When Robert Strickland visited me for a couple of days about 
two+ years ago, we discussed this, and he said he would probably 
go to using only a single point at each point location in his new 
version, when it came out. I hope he does. § 

ATTENTION 2003 NAFC COMPETITORS 

ADDITIONAL CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

THE 2003 NAFC "FOUR STAR" DESIGN 

By Fred W Van Sant 

_ In the recent [September, 2001] USFG Newsletter my Four Star 
design appeared as the Section A stone design for the 2003 North 
American Faceting Challlenge. Unfortunately, I did not give a 
D/W figure on the design sheet. It should have been given be
cause the sizing occurs at the corners in the cutting sequence for 
the pavilion. So here it is: 
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D/W = 1.11883 

For the required size of IO  mm., the comer to comer distance 
should be 1 l . 1883 mm. If you round off to 11.2 mm, you will 
get a width of I 0.0 I mm. That should be close enough. § 

P OLISHING T HE TABLE 

By Carl M. Unruh 

INTRODUCTION 

Polishing the table can, at times, be a problem. The larger the 
table, and all too f requently, the harder to get that perfect table 
polish. All table polishing needs to observe the good practices 
used for polishing any facet. There are, however some special 
considerations and techniques that may help achieve the results 
one wants. They might also speed the process. 

The following points should be taken as suggestions that may 
help. As faceters soon learn, every gem can be somewhat differ
ent in polishing results. Even different facets on the same gem 
may differ in both grinding and polishing results. 

TABLE-POLISHING APPROACHES 

Surface Preparation 

Grind the table facet with fine and finer grits. There may be a 
tendency to grind the large table facet with a rough grit lap and 
then not work through to finer grit laps. For small gems, of say 
I O  carats or less, one may go from a 1200-grit lap to polish with 
little or no difficulty. 

The possible problem for larger gems is residual damage that 
is hidden beneath the table surface. If the preforming grind was 
with a 180-grit lap, then the 1200-grit grind would need to re
move enough material to leave only grinding damage from the 
1200-grit lap. That is a lot of material; perhaps more than one 
would expect. In fact, one needs to grind away nearly 1mm of 
material to remove the damage and the bidden damage 
cansed by a 180 grit lap! [emphasis supplied). Sure, this pre
cise depth of damage differs for different gem material and dif
ferent grinding techniques, but this is a rather good estimate. If 
damage from the 180-grit or other laps is not removed com
pletely, it will show up when one tries to polish, and it will lead 
to scratches. 

Several years ago, Scott Wilson, PhD working with ultra fine 
polished surfaces studied the hidden damage caused during the 
grinding process. With every special optical equipment, he was 
able to "see" the micro-cracks and estimate damage thickness. 
Basically, he found that damage could extend to about 4 to I 0 
diameters of the grit size being used for grinding. The following 
table provides the damage layer thickness for various grit sizes. 

Damage Layer Thickness vs. Grit Size* 

Grit Size 

80 
180 
220 
325 
600 
1,200 
3,000 

Minium 
Thickness in mm 
1.04 
0.34 
0.24 
0.12 
0.06 
0.03 
0.01 

Maximum 
Thickness m mm 
2.6 
0.86 
0.6 
0.3 
0.16 
0.07 
0.03 

Taken from Stephen W Attaway's article in the New 
Mexico Facetor Newsletter 

On large gems one can certainly speed the polishing process by 
going to finer grits. On, say 20 mm gems of hard materials like 
CZ or sapphire, a final grind with 3000 grit will speed polishing 
efforts enormously. So, in summary, on surface preparation, 
grind adequately with successively fine but perhaps, still substan
tial effort. 

Flat On 

Also important is the placement of the table facet "flat on" 
the polishing lap. That will usually require some adjustments of 
the polishing operation unless you are so fortunate to have per
fectly flat laps and a perfectly aligned machine. Most laps are 
not so flat that no adjustment, albeit slight, is needed. Spend 
whatever time is required to get the table facet polishing across 
its entire surface (from side to side and from top to bottom). If 
you cannot see very clearly just where the polishing is occurring 
then take a pencil and cover the ground surface with pencil 
marks and see where they disappear. One may need to do this 
several times to get it just right. Remember also, one does not 
need to tum on the lap. You can rub the table facet on the pol
ishing lap with a stationary lap to avoid starting a "slanted" sur
face. If the table facet is lowered to the polishing lap so that even 
a slight comer of the unpolished surface hits the lap at a slight 
angle, guess what could happen? The edge could have a small 
piece break off and then you are in for it. The piece would proba
bly be very small, and one would not notice it at all except that it 
sure can scratch the polish. Those rather sharp angle fragile 
edges cause lots of trouble, and the scratches they lead to usually 
get blamed on something else. The scratches just aren't identi
fied by cause. Avoid the potential problem by getting that table 
facet flat on the polishing lap right from the first and place it on 
the lap gently. By all means, do not polish in sections or think 
you will just polish till it is all done. 

If polishing starts on one side or the other and you try to polish it 
flat, you may have a big job. You can, of course, do this, but it 
could take hours to do the polishing that could be finished in a 
rather few minutes if adjusted properly before beginning. Of 
course, this is all somewhat relative depending on how big the 
table is and what gem material is being polished. 

Lap Speed 

Generally, the large table facets polish faster and with less 
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scratching problems at a slow lap speed. You may need lots of 
compound or little, so do some experimenting. You probably 
need to push considerably harder than fur the other facets. Re
,nember, the area you are working on is much larger, so in effect, 
the higher pressure may result in about the same pressure per 
unit area of table. In fact, for most gem designs with 50 to 60 
percent tables, the area of the table is 10  to 1 5  times the area ofa 
main facet. Think about it a bit. If one pressed with say only 4 
ounces of pressure to polish the mains and one wanted the same 
pressure to polish the table, then one would need to push with a 
pressure of 40 to 60 ounces, 2.5 to nearly 4 pounds. Seldom 
would one recommend or actually use that much pressure, but 
one can see a bit more pressure is probably called for to polish 
the table quickly. 

When applying this extra pressure, apply it to the gem by placing 
a finger or two directly on the gem, not just on the dop. Going 
with a slow lap speed will avoid the phenomena of cavitation, 
which can cause lots of damage to the surface. Cavitation can 
occur when there is little or no liquid between the table and the 
lap. 

Lap Scoring 

I always score my laps be they Lucite, tin, wax, or what have you. 
Now I know that some claim this just simply ruins them, but not 
for me. My laps work better for me if scored. Do as you wish 
and do what works for you. That is a basic rule of faceting: DO 
WHAT WORKS FOR YOU. Perhaps some of the scoring debate 
depends on how one scores and on how big are the gems to be 
polished. I can easily see that one could polish perhaps 4 or 
5mm gems without scoring, but for gems of 8 to 10mm and 
larger, scoring becomes very necessary for me. As I say. Do 
your thing, as I'm not here to debate what works for you but 
rather to tell you my approach on a take-it or leave-it basis. I 
score with a sharp Exacto knife or razor blade, but not big deep 
gouges such as a hunting knife might make. I also have a small 
knurling tool, purchased from MOR years and years ago, that 
works great for scoring. Score marks should be made with the 
lap stopped so that the score marks can run from the center of the 
lap to the outer edge, but never around the lap. I like to 
"swiggle" the gem across the lap as a possible aid to polishing. 
Helps keep the table facet wet and new polishing compound un
der the table facet. 

Polishing Compound 

Use enough polishing agent to do the job. The agent may need to 
be extra wet or extra dry---no way fur me to predict, but use 
enough to see results rather quickly. Letting the lap nearly dry 

out can frequently give good and fast results. If nothing is hap
pening, add more polishing material and try wetter or drier. 
Many times faceters try to polish with diamond compound that 
does not have a very high concentration of diamond. The results- · 
--not much polishing. I recommend using the diamond powders 
so you can be sure there is enough diamond on the lap to do the 
job. Don't hesitate to use enough polishing agent. 
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A void Contamination 

It goes without saying; avoid contamination of your polishing 
laps. Wash them well under running water after every few gems 
and after every large gem. Use a stiff brush, soap, and lots of 
running water. I like to store my laps individually in sealable 
plastic freezer bags. Wash the gem after grinding and before 
starting to polish. NO need to remove the dop from the machine. 
Adequately fine-grind the table surface before starting. Just take 
a wet Kleenex and wipe all around the gem several times. Be 
sure to clean the lower part of the dop stick and the wax area ( or 
glue if you go that way). You may also wish to wash your hands 
before going to the polishing step. Can't hurt. 

Records 

Keep a few notes on what works and what does not. That can 
be real help next time. A 3x5 card with a note or two is ample. 
Keep it simple. 

Summary 

I .  Adequately fine grind the table surface before starting to pol
ish. 

2. The larger the gem, the finer the final grind grit required get-
ting a quick but flawless polish. 

3. Wash the rough ground gem before starting polishing. 
4. Be sure the table facet is flat on the lap. 
5. Use a slow lap speed, but still fast enough to see results start 

quickly. 
6. Use enough polishing agent to get results. 
7. Use more pressure for the table polishing than was used for 

polishing the mains. 
8. Apply polishing pressure directly to the gem, not the dop. 
9. Score the lap from the center outwardly with a fine blade. 
I 0. Keep a simple record of what works. 
1 1 .  Have a good bit of good luck! 

(From OFF THE DOP. May-June. 1999) § 

WAX LAP S AND P OLISHING 

By Don Patton 

The March 1999 meeting of the CWFG was well received and 
our editor asked me to place the meeting contents in a format 
which could be presented in FACETS. Translating the program 
which was given partly on the black board, partly by projected 
slides, partly by demonstration and partly by "hands on" usage of 
wax laps proves nearly impossible. You must try it yourselfl 

The progam had five parts: 

I .  My introductions to wax laps, my trials, my failures and my 
successes. 

2. About polishing laps in general. 
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3. Slides of the materials for making wax laps and pictures us
ing wax laps. 
Also some Fallacies; Uses; Polishing agents of value with 
wax. 

4. Live demonstration of pouring wax laps. 
5. Hands on usage of wax laps on our new faceting machines. 

My personal interest in wax laps began at an early NW Faceters' 
Conference when Clifford Jackson of the Intermountain Faceters' 
Guild gave a presentation on this subject. Don Olsen and I went 
to books by Vargas and Sinkankas to learn more of wax lap man
ufacturing. We tried various techniques suggested but met with 
failure. Hardware cloth soldered to metal master laps failed 
when the cooling wax pulled away at the edges and curled up
ward. The soldering or welding of hardware cloth to various 
metal backings also failed. 

Ultimately we decided to pour solid wax laps in a teflon coated 
cake pan prepared by spraying with candle mold release. This 
proved quite successful. We tried both 6-inch and 8-inch cake 
pans. Two other "goofu" merit mentioning. I put considerable 
amounts of Linde-A and Tin oxide in one pour. I reasoned that 
the lap would never have to be charged since these agents were 
suspended and imbedded throughout the wax lap. This idea 
failed; the heavier tin oxide did not remain in suspension and 
sank to the bottom of the 6-inch lap. Even the opposite side in 
which the Linde-A stayed suspended did not polish as well as 
charging the surface with Linde-A as needed. 

I tried to make a harder wax lap using brown wax called per
fecblock. This was a fiasco as the wax expanded instead of 
shrinking; it refused to release from the cake pan and had to be 
heated in the oven and dug out. · At our meeting another "gooP' 
occurred; the cake pan used was not flat and true. The wax lap 
was markedly convex on one side and concave on the other. We 
remelted it and poured it into a flat cake pan. So some of your 
"goofs" can be corrected by remelting and repouring. 

Some words on polishing laps in general. I could not begin to 
find enough space or personal knowledge to mention all of the 
laps used in polishing, but have arbitrarily divided some of the 
more commonly used laps into several categories. These cate
gories include hard laps, soft metal laps, soft laps, Moyco Ultra
laps (and similar types), the Fast Lap and Last Lap which are 
quite similar, and lucite laps. Notice the hardness of these vari
ous laps. 

Hard Laps: 
CeramicHardness 9 
PSCHardness 9 
Cast IronHardness 5 1/2 - 6 1/2 
Last Lap and Fast Lap: 1 don't know the hardness of these 

laps containing fine pelletized metals suspended in mat
rix. Hardness appears between that of hard laps and soft 
metal laps. 

Lucite and its many variations also appear somewhere be
tween hard metal and soft metal laps in hardness. 
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Soft Metal Laps: 
ZincHardness 2.1-2.2 
Type MetalHardness 2.2 
TinHardness 2 .1  
Tin/LeadHardness 2.0 These hardness ratings are from vari

ous books on Soft Laps most commonly used including 
Pelan, Leather, Wood and Wax. 

WAX LAPS Hardness 0.2 + or -

Certainy it would seem impossible to polish anything, even am
ber, on such a soft surface. But it Works! I will here interject 
that wax is amazingly tough, even though quite soft. 

WAX LAP FALLACIES 

I .  Wax laps are only for polishing very soft stones. 
2. It takes forever to polish with wax laps. 
3. Linde-A is the only polish to use. 
4. Wax laps are so soft they wear out quickly. 
5. Terrible rounding of facet edges occurs no matter what you 

do. 

Some Faceting books have implied the above fallacies. Although 
many stones will polish only with various polishing agents on 
wax, many harder stones respond well to wax given the proper 
polishing agent, slurry consistency and lap speed. Touch may be 
lighter than you are used to. On many stones you will find that 
wax often brings up a superior polish faster than the metal laps 
with the usual oxide polishes. Linde-A is but one of several pol
ishing agents used on wax and is a good starting point. Tin ox
ide may work better on some stones. Cerium oxide may prove 
itself. Certainly diamond in various sizes is useful. CAUTION: 
Once a wax lap is charged with diamond you must continue us
ing diamond on that lap. You may switch from the various oxide 
polishes, however. I have polished over 200 quartz and beryl 
stones on the same wax lap and have lots of wear left; the tough
ness of wax and a "light touch" will greatly extend the life of 
your wax laps. Certainly wax may round the edges of your facets 
but do not forget that major causes of rounded edges are too 
much slurry and too much pressure! 

MAKING A WAX LAP 

The general formula for making your own wax lap is one pound 
of MATT Wax or FERRIS Wax (different brands of hard carving 
wax) plus 1/4 pound of Paraffin melted together and poured into 
a teflon coated 6-or 8-inch flat cake pan which has been sprayed 
with candle mold release, a silicone spray. 

Carving wax is made in three hardnesses that are color coded. 
Green is the hardest, lavender is intermediate and blue is the 
softest. I strongly recommend using different colors of carving 
wax to make different hardness of polishing laps. You can use 
more paraffin to make a softer lap, but there is so little color dif
ference using varying amounts of paraffin that I feel it wiser to 
use a different color of carving wax. Do buy the wax in one 
pound blocks and not ring blank or pourateJJ: .lilrm. I bought my 
wax blocks from Rio Grande of Albuquecque, New Mexico. In 
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volume the wax is much less expensive. Several of you can share 
and save by buying in bulk. 

Jo be careful to assure that the cake pan is level. Ideally the 
blank should be put on a lathe and cut to size and the center hold 
accurately placed. I have used a master lap as a template to drill 
the center hole and have trimmed and trued the lap on a faceting 
machine with a home made cutting tool in the dop holder, but it 
is much better to have them lathed by someone with the proper 
tools. 

Some tips on making a wax lap may be of value. I have found 
that the larger the diameter of the cake pan, the more likely is 
warping or rolling up of the edges. I have found that it is neces
sary to make sure that the cake pan is resting level; sometimes 
this can't be judged with your naked eye (a simple carpenters 
level works well). There is less likelihood of warping and rolled 
up edges if the cake pan rests on a rack so that air may circulate 
around and below the pan while the wax is cooling. 

USING YOUR WAX LAP 

The use of your wax laps is up to you. Nothing written can equal 
the "hands on" experience. Each person must get their own 
touch. 

I am far from being an expert on using wax laps and on choosing 
which agents to polish specific stones. I would welcome any ex-
1eriences that you, the reader may have. I am sure my comments 
will foster some questions, arguments and opinions. 

CORU NDU M: 
CUTT ING ON COP P ER U SING F DSU P ERLU BE 

Corundum is comparatively easy to cut once the technique is 
mastered. Beginners do have trouble with this material as one of 
the common FAQs (Frequently Asked Questions) is "How do you 
polish Corundum?" The answer is very easily provided the pre
polish is good enough to accept polish. The problem is identify
ing when the prepolish is acceptable. When it is, a polish should 
be obtained in a matter of seconds. 

Corundum with a hardness ofHM9.0 is next in hardness to dia
mond in natural stones. It follows that diamond is the only mate
rial that will scratch corundum. Differential hardness is a prop
erty that is well known regarding diamond and is often com
pletely ignored in other gemstones. Corundum is softer in cer
tain crystal directions than others as some facets will cut faster 
than others. If differential hardness is accepted in corundum, it 
follows that it will only be scratched by diamond and itself, plus a 
few man made materials such as silicon carbide and borion ni
tride. 

CHIPS 

Corundum is prone to chipping and the main reasons are proba
bly genetic and shock. Weakness in the crystal structure such as 
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parting planes, miners using explosives, picks, sledge hammers 
to extract them from the ground, all conspiring to make little bits 
fall out as you facet. There is not a lot you can do about what has 
gone before, but you can take precautions not to compound the 
problems. Use rough ( IOOu) laps as little as possible. A medium 
25u lap will cut quickly and create less shock. Don't do fast 
sweeps across the lap. Feed the stone across gently or use small 
section in a to-and-fro motion moving progressively towards the 
centre or vice versa if there is better result. Don't bump the stone 
down on the lap. Use your finger round the stone to act as a 
cushion. If there is excessive chipping on the zero index, then 
continual bumping on this index to set your angles is the proba
ble cause. Try using another index for setting or use a cigarette 
paper (Rizla) between stone and lap when setting angles. 

SCRATCHES 

Scratches on Corundum are mainly caused by the diamond grit 
used. 

Leftovers. 

Course cutting can leave deep feed marks and failure to remove 
them completely before the prepolish stage results in tram-line 
scratches in the polished face. Try and arrive at the prepolish 
with no leftover scratches, otherwise your problems will probably 
get worse. 

(Note: - See SCS, Scratches-Ralph Westen. An excellent article 
on the subject) 

Aggregation. 

Clumping or balling up of the diamond grit in the prepolish and 
polish stages can cause parallel scratches in the general direction 
of cutting usually due to too much compound being applied. Ex
periment with smaller amounts of charge. 

Contamination. 

Not much can scratch corundum. Apart from diamond and some 
man made materials, [corundum] can only be scratched by itself. 
Self-inflicted scratches are usually caused by what is termed the 
tadpole effect. This is a piece being pulled out of the facet caus
ing a pit and the renegade piece causing a scratch all or part of 
the way across the facet. It would be better described as a tear 
rather than a scratch. The centipede effect is tadpoles in series of 
little heads and little scratches joined together across the facet. 

PITS 

Pits are chips or indentations that occur in the facet face. 

Leftovers. 

Coarse cuffing feed marks not completely removed at the prepol
ish stage resulting in small black spots left after polishing. Also 
the tadpole effect where the tail scratch has been removed leaving 
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the head. Use I Ox loupe early. 

Friction. 

An inefficient or blunt lap can lift small pieces from the facet 
face i.e. the tadpole and centipede effect. A small recharge works 
wonders if you are using a bonded lap as prepolish, recharge with 
two spots of diamond and Superlube mix and see if it makes any 
difference. 

FDSuperlube. Cutting on Copper. 

FD Superlube has been covered extensively in SC 17  and SC 1 8. 
Trials relate to synthetic corundum, but can be related to other 
gem cutting. 

Mixing. 

Mixing has remained much the same since 1994 when trials 
started. Frank Dickson's original article is in SC 1 1  and Square
one Trials appear in SCI7 and SCI 8. 

I OOu, 45u, 25u. 

With the coarser micron sizes mix 2carats of diamond with a few 
drops of oil to break down the lumps. Add 3ml of grease to give 
a thick consistency. 

Su, 4u, J u, I/2u, 1 /4u. 

With the prepolish and polish micron sizes, mix 2 carats of dia
mond with 3ml ofoil and a spot ( 1ml) to stiffen the mix. 

The trials are directly related to Competition and Assessment 
(Compass) cutting to advanced standard of85% with 20/20 full 
percentage points for polish. Chips and scratches are assessed 
separately on competition stones, but for trial purposes a polish is 
not considered 20/20 if scratches and chips are present. 

Synthetic corundum performs in much the same way as ruby and 
sapphire. If you are achieving good results on synthetic then you 
can apply them to the natural stone with much the same results. 

Prepolish. 

Prepolish is by far the most important part of the process in cut
ting a gemstone. With the correct prepolish the final polish 
should be accomplished in matter of seconds. It is possible to 
polish some stones with a less than perfect prepolish but in 
corundum it is essential that a good prepolish be achieved. 

What is a good prepolish? 

It is better, in the case of corundum, to consider the prepolish as 
the first polish followed by a final polish. The first polish should 
be free of chips and scratches with a good reflective surface. Use 
your machine light to assess the quality ofreflection. Your light 
bulb and filament should be clearly visible. Clearly defined writ-
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ing or blacklines on the bulb indicate a good finish ready for 
ish. Move the image of the light around the facet by adjustin{; 
the line of sight to see if the finish is uniform. There should on 
be a slight "fuzz" which will only require "dusting off" on the 
final polish. 

Pairs. 

Over 40 laps, wood, metal, composite, plastic have been used and 
many beginners will only have a few laps and the successful laps 
and their combinations are discussed so that you can conduct 
your own trials with the laps available. 

Prepolish on Copper. 

A good prepolish has been achieved on all copper laps, but not 
consistently on I OOu and 45u. According to Frank Dickson and 
other cutters, it is possible to cut and polish throughout on cop
per. Good polishes have been obtained on lu and l/2u copper but 
have been unable to eliminate the serious chipping that has oc
curred in the process. Unable to explain why an excellent prepol
ish on 25u with no scratches or chips deteriorates so badly when 
changing to the 1 u and l/2u laps. Here are the combinations that 
have been more successful. 

l/.25u Copper & l/2u Typemetal. 

25u copper gives flat facets, very sharp edges and a good reflec
tive surface and polishes readily on l/2u Typemetal when cutting 
small sapphires. The disadvantage is that the 25u cuts very 
quickly making it difficult to control the meets with the machine 
available to the standard required for competition work. 

2/.8u Copper, 4uCopper & 1/4u Typemet. 

8u and 4u are the best copper prepolish laps for all stones. 4u is 
preferred for corundum but the l /4u on typemetal requires some 
experimenting as the polishing depends on the right amount of 
oil, charge, pressure, and speed to achieve a result quickly. 

3/.25u Copper, l u  Ceramic & l/4u Typemetal. 

This is by far the most successful combination used in cutting 
corundum. Ceramic lap has never been successful as a final pol
ishing lap. Unable to get rid of the fine trawline scratches. Used 
with I u diamond as a prepolish, it cuts very fast producing sharp 
facet edges and well-defined meets. The fine scratches are easily 
polished out on l/4u Typemetal. 

4/.25u Copper, 1 u Phenolic & l/4u typemetal. 

Again cutting in on 25u Copper, the I u Phenolic lap gives an 
excellent prepolish. Being a fibrous lap the facet edges are not as 
good as metal laps but are still good provided it doesn't take too 
long on the prepolish. The harder l/4u typemetal will improve 
the edges slightly on the final polish. 

Tin, tin/lead, lead have all been tried on corundum and have 
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been successful. The typemetal is preferred as it presents a harder 
or tougher face to the facet. If you don't have a typemeta] ]ap, try 
one of the others. 

(From FACETER'S STONECHAT, July 2001) § 

THE GR EASY LAP 

By Ralph West en 

My cutting laps are 8"x3/8" copper and I charge them with dia
mond compound which I mix myself. 15ml Vaseline with 5 
carats of diamond. Charging the 240-grit lap is carried out over 
a period of time. A sman donop of compoun� is put on th� !ap 
and with the aid of a 3 "x I "  roner or ball bearmg evenly d1v1ded 
over the lap without any pressure on the lap while it rotates. 
Take the lap off the machine and place it on the bench on a clean 
piece of paper towel. Put a stick through the bearing and r�n the 
diamond into the lap using medium pressure. When the gritty 
sound stops, the diamond is embedded into the lap. Do this for a 
few stones and after a while you win see the lap evenly covered 
with diamond under a point light source. 

You can clean the lap after each application or you can cut 
straight into the compound without any coolant. Water will not 
mix with Vaseline because Vaseline has long molecules and it 
would make a mess. 

This will work for a while with the 240 lap and can be exception
ally advantageous when cutting stones with very sharp profiles, 
'.ike the "Flying Saucer" design we cut for the 1990 International 
Chanenge. The cutting action is very gentle compared with 
water-cooled 240 lap. 

Charging the 1200 lap is carried out just the same as the 240, 
however my 1200 is used in a constant dual capacity. 

When cutting anything up to and including quartz in hardness, I 
use the lap with water as a coolant. There is no hard and fast 
rule as to which stones should or could be cut normany or with a 
greasy lap, but a bit of trial and error won't go amiss. 

The other point is that it does not have to be a copper lap. Any 
metal lap should do. When the lap has been charged with com
pound and has to be used with water, just wipe it over with a tis
sue and that is that. When the lap is to be used as a greasy lap, 
just put a sman quantity of compound on the lap and spread it 
evenly over the lap. I have found that 3 "x I" bearing is the ideal 
way of evenly coating the lap. The idea is that the compound, 
when used as a greasy lap sits on the lap and is not pushed into 
the lap. Therefore you do not have to take the lap off the ma
chine. As the diamond sits on top of the lap, it has the freedom 
to move. This freedom of movement produces an entirely differ
ent surface to embedded diamond. 

Charging the 3000 lap is carried out differently. At no stage is 
the diamond pushed into the lap. It remains on top and has free
dom of movement. Naturany, over a long period of time the dia
mond will settle into the surface of a copper lap but is of no con
sequence. This also means that you can use a commercial 3000 
lap and treat it just like copper. When applying a thin layer of 
diamond compound to the lap, the stone never touches the lap. 
Frank Dickson's article on using Teflon applies here as wen even 
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though it is not a polishing lap. If it does touch the lap you will 
see a copper sheen on the facet being cut Re-charge and your 
problem is solved. Too much diamond compound on the lap and 
a "bow wave" is set up and the facet may become rounded. 

Embedded diamond is basically a very crude method of cutting. 
A firmly held diamond particle is scraped over the facet surface 
and removes material commensurate with the size of the point. 
In quartz it causes minute cracks and concoidal fractures which 
can penetrate the surface much further then the depth we polish. 
The coarser the lap the deeper the cracks resulting in pieces _of 
gem material jumping out of polished surfaces after completton. 
Free moving diamond, irrespective of grit size, held in suspen
sion will be encouraged to roll and therefore [ will] not be the 
cause of scratching. Whatever media we choose in which to sus
pend our diamond, we must ensure that the diamond stays sus
pended and separated. Free moving diamond has a gentler action 
on the facet surface and in particular on edges. It cuts slower but 
very much smoother. Commercial laps can also benefit from ap
plying diamond compound by more diamond being pushed into 
the lap. Ifwe accept that the average pressure applied to the 
stone is about 3 kg. or say, 6 lbs then we exert approximately 
1200lbs/inch' on a 2 x 2mm facet. That would easily force dia
mond into the lap. I therefore believe that my 1200 and 3000 
laps are the best charged laps you can find. The amount of com
pound I use to recharge an 8" lap is less then 0.1ml. The stiff 
compound spreads very thin and takes a long time to become sat
urated with swarf. When that occurs wipe lap with tissue and re
charge. 

The advantages of a greasy lap. 

Some materials, like man made spine! have the unfortunate habit 
of displaying a very distinct roughening of the surface when pre
polishing. I believe this to be synonymous to planing a piece of 
timber against the grain. Pieces are literally lifted out of the sur
face of the stone. Often this can be overcome by putting the lap 
in reverse or by using a greasy lap. Occasionally both are re
quired. This occurrence is aptly described as "orange peel" ef
fect. 

Probably its greatest advantage is the smoother surface which is 
produced and the gentler action on sharp comers and less chip
ping on girdle edges. 

Sman facets can be cut in on 3000. It gives more control because 
of its slower action and there is less chance of making mistakes. 
The 3000 lap is never used with water. It is wen accepted by 
many that the best pre-polishing lap is a 3000 copper lap. Finer 
grits seem to take longer and do not produce a faster polish later 
on. 

There is a possibility to eliminate one lap from the cutting se
quence. The lap is virtually ever lasting because no material is 
ever lost from it. A quick polish is always obtained from a per
fect pre-polish. Bad polishing is generally due to bad pre
polishing. 

Disadvantages of greasy laps. 

It is a bit mucky. 

(From a longer article in Jhe 
NORTH YORK FACETING GUILD NEWSLETTER, May, 2001) § 
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P OLISHING 

By Carl M. Unruh 

The choice of a polishing lap depends on just what material 
is being faceted. 

For quartz, I like the new composite laps made with � 
epoxy resin with cerium oxide mixed right into the resm. 
Many of these are commercially available, or if you have ac
cess to a lathe, you may wish to make your own. The old 
standard Lucite lap works well when well scored and used 
with cerium oxide and soapy water. 

A cerium oxide or aluminum oxide polishing mixture can be 
prepared in a squirt bottle. I take about 4 to 6 tablespoons of 
cerium oxide, add 4 ounces of water and 20 drops or so of 
liquid soap to my squirt bottle. Shake this up and give the 
polishing lap a squirt when needed. 

• To score a polishing lap, use a sharp blade and cut fine lines 
from the center to the outer edge. I believe scoring helps 
speed the polishing and also helps avoid some scratches that 
may develop during polishing. 

• When your Lucite lap does not polish well or begins to 
scratch, it may be time to resurface it. The following proce
dure sounds bad, but it will really work. Get a rough sheet of 
emery paper, say 120 grit, and sand the surface of the Lucite 
very thoroughly with it. Next, take a stiff brush and lots of 
soap and water and scrub the surface in a stream of water. 
This produces a fine frosted surface that does not need scor
ing, at first, and will produce a fast and fine polish. 

o For soft material, say hardness under 5.5, use a wax lap. 

• A good wax lap can be made from hard carving wax. 

• Wax laps can be used with most any polishing agent. Try 
cerium oxide, aluminum oxide, or diamond powder. Use 
with soapy water. 

o Wax laps benefit from scoring because it helps hold the pol
ishing agent on the lap. 

• For the hard gems, say 8.5 and above, I like to use tin laps 
with diamond powder. 

• The quality of your polish will depend on the diamond grit 
size used for polishing. 

• I suggest you always do your final diamond polishing with 
100,000-grit diamond if you are using a tin lap. If you use a 
coarser diamond on tin, it will leave a slight rainbow effect 
on the surface. This is best seen by looking at the surface at a 
sharp angle under a good light. 

• 

• 

For gems above IO mm, using a very fine diamond gr1. 
another tin lap to prepare a very fine prepolish surface L 

speed your total polishing time greatly. For sa�ph!res an, 
CZ, I do a prepolish with a tin lap and 4000-grit diamond. 
This leaves a surface almost polished to begin with, so the 
time on the 100,000-grit lap goes quickly. In fact, the pre
polish will be so good that it may be difficult to see just 
where the 100,000-grit lap is polishing. To polish the table 
on a large, say 1000-carat sa�phire, going directly fro� a 
1200-grit lap to a IOO,OOO-gr1t lap can take days. Beheve 
me, I learned this the hard way! 

Some have reported polishing CZ with 3000-grit diamond on 
a wax lap. The wax lets the diamond sink in, and conse
quently does not produce the surface scratch as would result 
if the same procedure was used with a harder lap, such as 
tin. I have seen the gems polished this way and they are ex
cellent, but I have not personally tried it yet; but you can be 
sure that I will try it soon. 

e If it is hard to see your polishing position after the fine pre
polish with 4000-grit diamond, get out your laundry marking 
pencil and coat the facet with ink. Let dry a few moments 
and then place the facet on the polishing lap for a swiggle or 
two. Don't wipe the facet off, but rather blot it and see just 
where the ink is removed. Adjust the angle and/or the 
cheater to get the entire facet flat on the lap. 
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• Lint or an oily surface may be a problem when trying to see 
your polishing progress. Try using a small, 4 x 4 inch piect 
of chamois skin to clean the facet. This works great, leaves 
no lint, and when using kerosene or other oily lubricant, 
cleans the surface of the oil. You can occasionally wash the 
chamois and continue using it. 

• To check your polish look at the surface from every angle. 
Move your light around to help. I like to use a small pencil 
flashlight to really see the surface. Too often one can be 
blinded by the shiny surface and miss seeing small scratches 
or pits. 

• Do not be in a hurry to move on from a polishing facet. 
Check that facet and recheck it because it will be much eas
ier to do it right while indexed on it than to try to find the 
precise indexing and angle again after you have changed the 
angle setting. 

• After polishing all the pavilion facets, 1 do the girdle polish
ing before transferring. The girdle is wide at this time, but I 
only polish a small part of it. So instead of setting the angle 
at 90 degrees, set it at 89+ degrees and polish a little to see 
how it is going. One only needs to polish a width equal to 
the final girdle width. 1 like this approach because I'm sure 
the girdle center line has not had a chance to shift even 
slightly during the transfer process because I have not tran 
ferred yet. § 
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CHALLENGING DESIGNS 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 
The schedule and designs booklet for the 2002 International 
Faceting Challenge succinctly describes the challenging nature 
of the competition's three designs as follows: "The three cuts 
chosen for these Competitions are considered to be of a techni-

07.088 Mini Barion Chevron Crown 

Wolkonsky, Alexandre; Facets, Jun 92, p7 
BLUE TOPAZ, 6-12mm. 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .620 
57 + 8 girdles = 65 facets 

4-fold, mirror�image symmetry 
96 index 
UW = 1 .000 T/W = 0.598 U/W = 0.598 
P/W = 0.519 C/W = 0.124 
Vol.lW' = 0.287 

DITOR'S NOTE: The Mini Barion Chevron Crown is the re
uired design for Section B of the Australian International 
aceting Challenge. Both the crown and pavilion of this design 
resent the faceter with skill-testing cutting, but the crown is 
elected as the object of the faceting challenge for this Chal
enging Designs issue. 

The suggested cutting sequence, as per the diagram published 
in the Schedule and Designs booklet, results (or perhaps it is 

ore realistic to say supposed to result) in twelve facet points 
which must meet the table when the table is cut as the last oper-
tion. In same designs, getting I 2 facet paints ta meet the table 
ay not be a particularly dijficult thing ta achieve because all 

if the facet paints are created by facets that are cut at the same 
ngle and with regularly spaced indexing. But such is not the 
ase with this design wherein the angles of the three banks of 

acets (facets 2, 3 and 4 which produce the paints meeting the 
irdle) are different and are cut at differnt indices. In effect, 
etting I 2 facet paints to perfectly meet the table is a formidable 
hallenge and requires all of the 12 facets to be cul with great 
recisian. Although the three banks of facets all meet the girdle 
ine, which provides a common anchoring paint.there is still the 
ask of gelling all 12 facets cut at precisely the required angles 
nd at the same depth. If such precision is not achieved, a con
ition results that is illustrated (greatly exaggerated for effect) 
!Jl Fig. 1 in which same facets fail ta meet the table and same 
acets are avercut. Even if the required precision far facets 2, 3 
nd 4 is achieved, the required meets may still be a problem if 
he table is not cut perfectly parallel ta the girdle, as illustrate 
in Fig. 2. In bath cases the problem meetpoints are indicated by 
ire/es. 

The challenge Jar this design: Is there a way ta cut the crown 
hat allows far all of the 2, 3 and 4 facets ta be brought into de
ired meetpaint with the table? (Hint: it is easier to get the legs 
if a three-legged stool to simultaneously touch the floor than a 
tool with mare than three legs (or 12 legs as is the case with 
his design)§ 
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PAVILION 

g2 90.00" 12-36-60-84 

g1 90.00" 96-24-48-72 

a 40.00" 07-17-31-41- Cul to PCP 
55-65-79-89 

b 59.12" 95-24-48-72 Meet P1-g1-g2 (from 
prefonn PF07088) 

c 51 .52" 01-23-26-47- Meet P1-P2-g1-g2 
49-71-73-95 

d 42.99" 04-20-28-44- Meet P1 ·P2-P3-g1 -g2 
52-68-76-92 

e 41.99" 12-36-60-84 Meet 
P1-P2-P3-P4-g1-g2 

CROWN 

1 39.00" 96-24-48-72 Match pavilion I fix 
girdle 

2 28.70" 01-23-25-47- Meet C1-g1-g2 
49-71-73-95 

3 21 .50" 05-19-29-43- Meet C1-C2-g1-g2 
53-67-77-91 

4 21 .78" 12-36-60-84 Meet C1-C2-C3-g1-g2 
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Fig. I .  Illustration of improp
erly cut facets that do not meet 
the table. 

Fig. 2. Example of properly cut 
facets that do not meet the table 
due to an improperly cut table. 
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PC 01.382 Eight Ball 

Johnson, Charles: Diag for Faceting (1987) v3p21 
NATURAL CITRINE, 9mm across flats. 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .540 
89 + 16  girdles = 105 facets 
8-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
96 index 
L.JW = 1 .000 T/W = 0.550 U/W = 0.550 
P/W = 0.480 C/W = 0.135 
Vol.lW' = 0.214 

DITOR'S NOTE: The Eight Ball is the required design for 
ection A of the Australian International Faceting Challenge. 
oth the crown and pavilion of this design present the face/er 
ith ski/I-testing cutting, but the crown is selected as the object 

if the faceting challenge for this Challenging Designs issue. 

One of the competition rules for the JFC states: "Entrants may 
a,y the angles to achieve meet points if desired, provided the 
rigina/ plan view of the shapes and a"angements of facets, 
,eel points, and the table area of the design is not changed in 
ny detectable manner." (emphasis supplied). Thus, the width o 
he table.facet 4 and facet 3 must be in proportion as illustrated 
in the plan view. Fig. I illustrates a condition in which the table 

aintains the required T/Wratio (0.550) but facet 4 is cut too 
ide, thus decreasing the width of facet 3. Fig. 2 illustrates a 
ondition in which the table again maintains the required TIW 
atio, but facet 4 is cut too narrow, thus increasing the width of 
ace/ 3. In both cases, the width relationship between facets 3 
nd 4 is incorrect and does not conform to the plan view, even 
hough the table TIW ratio is correct. Thus, the situation exists 
·n which the width of facet 4 is not established until the table is 
ut. Therefore, the depth to which facet 4 should be cut is not 
pparent until the table is cut. 

The challenge for this design: Is there a procedure for cutting 
he crown that will insure the correct width ratios amonmg the 
rown, facet 4 and facet 3? § 
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01-1 1-13-23-
25-35-37-47-
49-59-61-71-
73-83-85-95 
03-09-1 5-21-
27-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-
75-81-87-93 

01-1 1-13-23-
25-35-37-47-
49-59-61-71-
73-83-85-95 

03-09-1 5-21-
2 7-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-
75-81-87-93 

03-09-1 5-21 -

27-33-39-45-

51-57-63-69-

75-81-87-93 

96-12-24-36-

48-60-72-84 

96-12-24-36-

48-60-72-84 

4 15 .00° 96-12-24-36-

48-60-72-84 

T 0.00° 

Table 
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NightWing 
Greg Glenn 
Angles for R.I. = 1 .540 
154 + 16 girdles = 170 facets 
16-fold, mirror-image symmetry 
96 index 
uw = 1.000 rm = o.857 um= o.857 
Pm= o.298 cm = 0.042 
Vol.lW' = 0.155 

DITOR'S NOTE: this design comes with a ready
ade challenge in that there are no labels on the 
Ian view of the pavilion and no notations on the 
utting instructions as to which facets should be left 

unpolished to create the bat image. Sooo, the chal
enge is for thefaceter to solve these two problems . 
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90.00° 96-06-12-18-24-30-36-42-
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45.00° 96-06-12-18-24-30-36-42-
48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

39.51 ° 03-09-15-21-27-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-75-81-87-93 

33.66
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48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 
27.47° 03-09-1 5-21 -27-33-39-45-

51-57-63-69-75-81-87 -93 
24.89° 06-12-18-24-30-36-42-48-

54-60-66-72-78-84-90 
22.00

° 
09-15 -21-27-33-39-45-51 -
57-63-69-75-81-87 

39.53° 19-77 Wing 
Notch 

32.83' 16-80 Wing 
Notch 

26.77° 12-84 Wing 
Notch 

14.80° 48 Head 
20.00° 96 Body 
20.62° 43-53 Ears 
30.40

° 
30-66 Wing 

Joints 
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CROWN 

3 1  

35.00° 96-06-12-18-24-30-36-42-
48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

30.00° 96-06-12-18-24-30-36-42-
48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

25.00° 96-06-12-18-24-30-36-42-
48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

0.00° Table 
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METAL LAP FATIGUE 

By Ralph West en 

Continuous use of solid metal laps over a long period of time can 
cause problems which are difficult to diagnose. 

Two examples are given where a copper and a type metal lap 
have been in use for more than 10 years without any problems. 
The copper lap has been used for prepolishing for nearly all ma
terials. The lap is charged with a compound consisting of 5 
carats of 3000 grit diamond, mixed with 1 5ml of petroleum jelly 
(Vaseline) and applied sparingly to the lap surfuce. No pressure 
is applied to embed the diamond as it is the intention to have free 
moving diamond particules. Lubrication is not required with this 
system. 

SOLID COPPER LAP, 200 x 10mm (8"x3/8") 

It was noted that parts of the copper lap surface seemed to crum
ble and break away, to a depth of approx 0.25mm or less, causing 
scratches and scuffing. 

Even when light pressure is applied during prepolishing the ac
tual force exerted on the lap is quite considerable. The largest 
facet of a one carat sapphire, not counting the table, is approx 
2mm. When applying a pressure of 1 kg or 2.2lbs on the stone, it 
can be equated to approx 650lbs/inch. This pressure on the cop
per structure will result in crystallization or metal fatigue and 
irregular soft and hard areas. The lap was resurfaced to a level 
determined visually below the crystallized layer and recharged. 

No f urther problems were encountered after resurfacing. 

SOLID TYPE METAL LAP, 200x l0mm (8" x3/8") 

A type metal lap has performed faultlessly with every stone over 
the past IO years. The lap is charged with l/4 micron/! 00,000 
diamond grit which is mixed at the rate of I to 2 carats of dia
mond to 5ml of petroleum jelly (Vaseline). The compound is 
stored in a hypodermic syringe with an opening of I mm dia and 
is applied by expressing approx 2mm of compound onto the lap. 
It is spread evenly over the lap and finished with a small linen/ 
cotton pad. Any excess is wiped. off with a tissue. When the lap 
req_uires recharging, only the pad is used which, after a few appli
cat10ns, has sufficient compound absorbed to polish a couple of 
stones. No additional lubrication is required. Type metal is a 
mixture of lead, tin and antimony in various proportions and is 
farily soft. Bald patches may appear because the metal moves 
under pressure and because of an uneven mix of the alloy. 

After completing a series of 5mm dia SRB sapphires, scuffing 
marks appears on the stone with occasional scratches. The lap 
surface was thoroughly cleaned and was checked for contamina
tion but with negative results. Normally the lap is used at approx 
650rmp with a pressure up to 3kg. Various speeds and pressures 
were tried but the reqults were the same. It was decided to resur
face the lap. 

The first cut was approx 0.04mm deep and immediately the cause 
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of the trouble because apparent. The most used part of the 
was heavily crystallized which showed up by strong spectral 
tlections under a point light source. The final depth of the cm 
was 0.3mm which removed all visual traces crystallization. 

After recharging the lap no further problems were encountered. 

SUMMARY 

The importance of hand pressure should not be underestimated 
on the performance and condition of the lap. Besides crystalliza
tion, diamond particles penetrate the surface to a considerable 
depth which may cause difficulties when resurfacing the lap with 
conventional tools. Solid metal laps should be resurfaced from 
time to time to remove any possibility of metal fatigue affecting 
the correct use of the laps. 

I am indebted to Lindsay Drabsch ofLWD Engineering, ACT for 
his competent technical advice and assistance. 

(Fram FACET TALK, Na. I I 2, March-April. 2000) § 

HOW TO POLISH A CLEAVAGE PLANE 

By James L. Semmes, Jr. 

For purposes of discussion, let's say you purchased a jamb-peg 
cut Brazilian blue topaz and you notice that the table is poorly 
polished or pitted. Attempts to repolish indicate that the table is 
not off the cleavage plane enough to produce a fine polish. Re
cutting is out of the question due to financial considerations. 
Here's a solution to the problem: 

A. Dop the stone and regrind the table on 1,200 grit diamond un
til it is smooth and flat. Remove the gem from the dop. and 
clean it thoroughly. 

B. Place a pellon pad (as smooth a texture as you can obtain) on 
an aluminum master lap, and impregnate with 8,000 diamond. 
Add a small amount of olive oil or extender fluid to lubricate. 

C. Turn on lap, running at a speed of200 r.p.m. While hand 
holding the gem, touch the table lightly to the surface. Pro
ceed until the surface appears flat and prepolished. 

D. Place another pellon pad on another master lap, and impreg
nate with 14,000 grit diamond. Perform the same operation as 
above. Use a light touch. 

E. Put on a final polish by impregnating one last pellon pad with 
50,000 diamond. The lap speed here should be 500 rpm. Us
ing a light touch, proceed until the table appears polished. 

This method will correct the problem 99 times out of JOO. If it 
does not, recutting the gem is necessary. Remember, patience 
and a light touch are all that is needed. 

(Fram GEMS & MINERALS. March, /981)§ 
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DOP P ING W ITH WAX 

By Carl M. Unruh 

Never lose that gem again! 

Dopping with wax is easy, efficient, and very effective if done 
properly. To begin I like to hold my rough onto the lap and 
grind a flat surface. For smaller stones, say under I 0mm, I 
would choose a 260 or 320 grit lap and hold the area of the gem 
that I wish to use as a table to the lap. Grind a nice flat surface. 
For larger gems, one could use a 180 or even I 00 grit lap but this 
will leave very substantial damage that will need to be ground 
away when finishing the table. Once a flat surface is prepared, 
select a dop that is as large as possible for the size of the gem to 
be faceted. One of the common problems with losing gems dur
ing faceting, in my opinion, is simply not using a large enough 
dop to do a good job of holding the material. The other problem 
is not getting the gem, dop, and wax hot enough. First wash the 
freshly ground surface of the gem to remove any soap or debris 
left from the grinding operation. Then coat the surface with a 
solution of stick shellac dissolved in alcohol. This will evaporate 
in a matter of a minute and one is then ready to begin the 
dopping process. I use a long pair of tongs, say 1 0  or 1 2  inches, 
and hold the gem near the alcohol lamp flame, actually, above 
the flame or to one side to warm the gem for dropping. Now, I 
take the selected dop stick and cover the tip with sufficient wax 
to make a substantial bond to the gem. I set it aside and heat the 
gem with a small chip of wax placed on the freshly ground sur
face. 

When the gem is hot enough to cause the wax to melt it is ready 
to dop. I return to my prepared dop, with the glob of wax on it. 
Heat until the wax is very runny and I'm barely able to keep it on 
the dop. With both the gem and the dop and wax on both very 
fluid I push the two together and hold them quietly, as best one 
can, until the wax firms up. This may take a matter of a minute 
or two and can be a bit tricky. By bracing arms and hands on a 
work space while holding the same position it is not too tough. 
On much larger gems, it may take as much as 5 to 30 minutes to 
cool sufficiently. Now J"m ready to stick the dop into the quill of 
the faceting machine and begin my faceting. The trick now is 
not to drop the gem onto the lap or hit it sharply against the 
splash pan. Sharp blows have a tendency to break the wax. You 
can use a fairly firm pressure on the lap but why not be smart! 
Place a finger on the gem itself and push on the gem if you want 
to exerts really significant pressure. This is not a difficult task 
and it will lessen pressure on your wax bond. 

Dopping is just like soldering in some ways. If one does not get 
both surfaces that are to be joined hot enough for the solder to 
flow and "wet" both surfaces, a "cold" solder joint result. Cold 
solder joints always fail and come apart sooner or later. 

Very few gems that we work with frequently are heat sensitive 
enough to not be able to survive melting wax. Of course, don't 
stick the gem in the flame of a torch and don't drop a hot gem 
into water. Too much of a very fast temperature change can be 
too much for most any material. Heat a bit slowly and cool 
slowly and trouble will not come your way! Your gems will stay 
dopped. 

{From ANGLES, A/arch. 200/) 
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U SFG MEMBERS' W EBSITES 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The primary purpose of the following list is 
one of communication: a communication that exists and is pos
sible amongst us - A. USFG members with websites; B. Mem
bers who have electronic mail potential but do not have web
sites; C. And members who have only regular (snail) mail po
tential. 

We are a Guild composed of Professional and Hobbyist Gem 
Cutters; Inventors of Faceting Equipment, Laps, Faceting Ma
chines etc.; Scientists, Engineers and Teachers. If our mem
bers have commodities for sale or free exchange, the USFG 
officers feel that this information is extremely important for all 
members of the USFG to have on hand Lest you are con
cerned that this is commercialism, please be advised that the 
USFG does not benefit financially one iota from this endeavor -
- it is only communication of useful information. 

THIS IS ALSO A NOTICE to USFG members who are dealers 
that have only electronic mail and/or dealers who have only 
regular mail; please send the following information to Charles 
Moon (address in USFG Newsletter) and enclose the following 
instructions: I. Name of business; 2. E-mail address, if you 
have one; 3. Snail mail address and telephone; 4. Describe the 
essence of your business in 25 words or less.§ 

CLARK, DON: International Gem Society: The IGS is dedi
cated to supplying affordable education and information on 
Gemology, Lapidary and Metalsmithing. 
WEBSITE: <www.gemsociety.org> 
E-MAIL: < admin@gemsociety.org> 
DON CLARK 
International Gem Society 
PO Box 491 808 
Redding, CA 96049 
************************************************ 
M. LUC GENOT: Gemline: Information website related to 
jewelery, gemology, lapidary in Belgium (exposition, societies, 
stones infos . . . ). Luc is an authority on Blue Moonstones from 
Meethiyagoda, SriLanka 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemline.org> 
E-MAIL: <gama@skynet.be> 
M. Luc Geno!, Gemline 
Ch. de Wavre, 850 
B-1040 Bxl 
Belgium 
************************************************ 
JEFF GRAHAM: Gram Faceting: Rough available: Tourma
line, Gamet, Sapphires, Quartz, Beryl, Peridot, Topaz, Gram 
Faceting books, "ask Jeff" faceting related questions, cut stones, 
links. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.faceters.com>www.faceters.com> 
E-MAIL: <mailto:jeff@faceters.com>jeff@faceters.com> 
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JEFF GRAHAM 

Gram Faceting 
P.O. Box 1 8385 
Tucson, AZ 85731 
************************************************ 
LANCE KANABY: GemData/The Spectrum Network: Colored 
Gemstone and Diamond Information, home of the interactive 
Gem, Mineral and Jewelry Show Calendar, Faceting info, USFG 
membership form, SoLux Daylighting info, Gem Sales and links 
to gem cutting sites and organization. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemdata.com> 
E-MAIL: <lkanaby@buffnet.net> 
LANCE KANABY 

Mine Design 
9135 Sheridan Drive 
Clarence, NY 14031 
7 16-634-9400, Fax 716-633-3984 
************************************************ 
BOB KELLER: Bob's Rock Shop/Rock&Gem Magazine On
line: The Internet's first "Zine" for mineral collectors, lapidary 
hobbyists and rockhounds features online articles, show and club 
lists, free classified ads, Rock Net and more. 
WEBSITE: http://www.rockhounds.com 
E-MAIL: <bkeller@rockhounds.com 
BOB KELLER 

227 West Rillito Street 
Tucson, AZ 85705 
************************************************ 
ANDY KILIKAUSKAS: Mojave Gems: The purpose of my site 
is to display my faceted & cabbed gems, and to give people some 
background information about gemcutting. 
WEBSITE: <http://ndti.net/andyk/wkpage.htm> 
E-MAIL: <andyk@ridgenet.net> 
************************************************ 
ROB KULAKOFSKY: COLOR WRIGHT. We sell most major 
brands of faceting machines, laps (including BATT laps ), saws 
and other accessories for the faceter at discount prices. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.facetingmachines.com> 
E-Mail: <rob@facetingmachines.com> 
(Toll free): 877-548- 1439 
************************************************ 
JEAN MARR: MystiCrystals, Gifts from the Heart of the Earth: 
Our searchable web site features information about our show 
schedule, gemstone jewelry, faceted gemstones, custom faceting, 
gem trees, gem tree supplies, facet rough, and contains articles by 
Jean on gemology and faceting. 
WEBSITE: <www.MystiCrystals.com> 
E-MAIL: <sales@mysticrylstals.com> 
JEAN MARR 

PO BOX 18 15  
Kernersville, NC 12 185 
336-595-3870 
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********************************************* 
JASON P. MEEKS: Shadow Enterprise; Custom Gemstone , 
sign and Loose Gemstone Sales. Finished Jewelry and gemston, 
information pages. Discounts available to members of the USFG 
and !GS. Knifemakers Gemstones 
WEBSITE: <http://www.shadowenterprise.com> 
E-Mail: <shadowenterprise@aol.com> 
Fax: 601-898- 1 129 
TELE: 601-750-2191  
JASON P. MEEKS 

Shadow Enterprise, Inc. 
P.O. Box 4 19  
Ridgeland, MS  39158-0419  
********************************************* 
GLEN & VENETIA PROBST: English Language Cyber Cen
ter at Brigham Young U. Reveals: A photo story about making a 
gemstone for learners of English as a second language. It is part 
of my website for the English Language Cyber Center at Brigham 
Young University. (Recommended: Excellent article, "Making a 
Gemstone.") WEBSITE: <http://humanities.byu.edu/elc/student/ 
adventures/gemstones/gemstone.html> 
E-MAIL: <softec@itsnet.com> 
GLEN W. PROBST 

380 N. 1 200 E. 
Orem, Utah 84097 
********************************************** 
DIXIE TIIOMAS REALE: Kounting House. The web site is 
primarily designed for sale of rocks. It has a catalog page with 
rock descriptions and pictures, as well as a one of a kind page 
with cabs and jewelry and some of my son's art works. There is 
also a rock of the month page with information on how the rocks 
are formed, and instruction on working the stones. There are a 
couple of field trips with maps and instructions to digging areas 
in the Northwestern U.S.A. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.dopplerfx.com/kounting> 
E-MAIL: <dixietr@magiclink.com> 
DIXIE TIIOMAS REALE 

503 West 8th, 
Jerome, Idaho 83338 
************************************************ 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE: Jon Rolfe, Gearloose.com: Online 
articles illustrate how to build your own laps, faceting machines, 
digital angle readouts for existing production machines. Some 
examples of Jon's gemcutting appear & information re his Batt 
Lap. There are links to other gemcutting sites and organizations. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gearloose.com> 
E-MAIL: <webmaster@gearloose.com> 
JONATHAN L. ROLFE 

PO Box 533 
North Easton, MA 02356 
************************************************ 
BARBARA SMIGEL: Artistic Colored Stones Essence: 
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Faceted gems, featuring exotic and collector material as well as 
cabs and carvings specifically chosen to appeal to jewelry design-
�rs. 

WEBSITE: <http://www.allweb.com/acs/> 
E-MAIL: <smigelb@intermind.net> 
BARBARA W. SMIGEL 
850 S. Rancho Dr. #2387 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89 l 06 
702-382-0694 
************************************************ 
JOHN FRANKE: FACET SHOPPE. Since 1990 we promote 
the art of gem cutting by offering information, rough and cut 
gemstones, lapidary equipment and supplies for faceters of all 
skill levels, and maintain the Datavue Gem Design Database. 
No email? Write or call for free price list. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.gemcutter.com> 
E-MAIL: <facet@gemcutter.com> 
John Franke 
PO Box 449 
Port Town send, WA 98368 
Tele: 360-385-4520 
FAX: 360-385-9256 
************************************************ 
C.R. SMfTII: Prospectors Pouch, Inc. Developer of the Mirror 
Facet(tm)Kit/ Mirror Blend system. A joy to use. In jewelry, lap
idary over 30 yrs. Prospect and promote Georgia Gems and Min
erals. Experience: past operator of school for faceting, cabbing 
and jewelry manufacturing. F.G.A. 
WEBSITE: <http://www.prospectorspouch.com> 
E-MAIL <prospectorspouch@mindspring.com> 
C.R. Smith, Prospector's Pouch, lnc. 
2850 Hwy. 41 North, P.O. Box 112 
Kennesaw, GA 30 l 44 
Tele: (770) 427-6481, fax (770)427-6481 
************************************************ 
ALLEN C. PETERSEN, GG: Newgate Gems, LLC 
We offer faceting rough, colored gemstones and faceting equip
ment (Ultra Tee and Polymetrics dealer). Our newest feature is a 
line of I 00% cotton sportswear that is embroidered with our cus
tom "facet machine" logo. 

WEBSITE: <www.newgems.com> Please note: Website in con
struction but will be operative by March. 
E-MAIL: <allen@newgems.com> 
ALLEN C. PETERSEN, GG 
P.O. BOX 83 
Weatogue, CT 06089 
************************************************ 

SKITTER GEMS Jack E. Gross, Editor 
"!05 South 15th s,ree1 :!17 segmh way 

Norfolk, NE 68701-4803 Kalispell, MT 59901 
E. Don Cook 
Phone: 402-371-0668 
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Fax: 402-379-5536 
e.mail: edcookialncfcomm.com e.mail: 
kookoo@digisys.net 
web: www.ncfcomm.com/skitter-gems 
************************************************ 

USFG MEMBERS, DEALERS WITH 
E- MAIL BUT WI THOUT W EBSI TES 

Business Name: FACETS OF NEWBERRY. 
Essence of Business: : Small part time business engaged in cus
tom cutting and repair of colored gemstones. Business can be 
reached by mail....Business can be reach by mail. 
BILL EHNEY 
1728 Boundary St. 
Newberry, SC 29108 
E-mail: <W.ehney@worldnet.att.net> 
Tele: 803-276-8827 
************************************************ 
Business Name: GEMART SERVICES 
Essence of Business: Specializing in providing facet rough to 
the cutter; custom cut gems to the jeweler and to the collector. 
Our public exposure is through several shows, as well as mail 
order. List available. 

JERRY NEWMAN 
42-452 Bob Hope Dr. 
PMB 203 
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270 
E-mail: <GEMARTSERV@aol.com> 
************************************************ 
Business Name: MOON STONES 
Essence of Business: Lapidary and Faceting Equipment. Busi
ness primarily one of "drop shipping." 
CHARLES L. MOON 
155 Myrtle Court 
Arcata, CA 95521-6511 
E-mail: <clmoon@pacbell.net> 
Tele: 707-822-6063 
************************************************ 
Business Name: SPARKLE GEMS 
Essence of Business: We provide top quality gem facet rough to 
the discriminating facetor at truly low prices. "If it doesn't 
Sparkle, it's not from Sparkle Gems." 
MICHAEL E. ROLFING 
2694 E. Garvey Ave. So. #125 
West Covina, CA 91791 
Tele: 626-966-5684 
E-mail: <sparklegems@sparklegems.net> 
Fax: 626-966-5985 
URL: WWW.Sparklegems.net 
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UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 

Application for Membership 

December, 

The USFG is open to faceters everywhere. Our primary goal is to improve the art and science of faceting through our 
newsletter and correspondence. Our secondary goal is to improve competitions and competition rules, both in the U.S. and 
internationally. Officers are elected every two years for 2 year terms; 1998 begins with new officers. Issues are voted on by 
mail. Members receive our Quarterly Newsletter, usually containing about 20 pages each, and the right to participate in the 
USFG activities. New members receive a copy of our Constitution upon request. 

Name: Mr. __ Mrs. __ Ms.__ _ ___________ _,Date ____ __, 

Street Address __________________ Telephone _____ � 

City, State, Zip--------------------------� 

I am a faceter I am interested in becoming a faceter _________ __, 

How long have you been faceting? ____________________ � 

I compete or have competed at the following levels: 

Junior ____ Novice ____ lntermediate_Advanced __ Master ______ � 

I do not wish to compete __ • 

I have a display case __ 12 stones __ 2o+ stones __ Educational __ Other ___ ___, 

Which machine do you cut with? ____________________ __, 

Do you cut commercially? Yes __ No __ Are you a gemstone dealer? Y es __ No __ • 

Do you need help with, or information about, your type of machine? Y es ___ No ___ � 

Have you judged in competitions? Yes __ No __ lnterested in judging? Yes_No __ . 

Have you given talks or written articles on faceting? Yes __ No __ . 

E-mail address if applicabl•------------------------' 

Are you a member of the Faceters Digest? Y es __ No __ . 

Do you belong to other faceting guilds? Y es __ No __ If Yes, please list below: 

Are you interested in serving as a USFG officer? __ . Ifso, please list below: 

Special talents or interests to share? Please list below: 

Enclosed is my check for $18 (U.S.) for I year membership in USFG 
$21 (Canada), $23 (Overseas) 

-------· 

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: DON DUNN 
MAIL THIS FORM PLUS CHECK TO: Don Dunn, 

Rev. 8-98 

993 Renown Rd. 
Dayton, OH 45430-1112 
Telephone: (937) 426-5112 
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